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SUMMARY
The various steps that could control the vaporization rate of a material
are discussed. These steps include the actual vaporization, flow rate of
matrix gas, chemical reaction, gas diffusion, and solid state diffusion. The
applicable equations have been collected from diverse appropriate sources, and
their use is explained. Rate equations are derived for conditions where more
than one step is rate controlling. Calculations are made for two model
materials: rhenium which vaporizes congruently, and tantalum carbide which
vaporizes incongruently. The case of vaporization under thermal gradient
conditions is also treated. The existence of a thermal gradient in the
res1stojet means that ·the vaporization rate of a material may be only one
thousandth of that predicted under isothermal conditions. Calculations show
that rhenium might have a 100 000 hr lifetime at temperature in a 2500° C
res1stojet. Tantalum carbide would have a life of only 660 sec under similar
conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, there has been frequent need to calculate the
expected vaporization (sublimation) rates for materials to be used in various
design concepts. Recently, we have made such calculations for a 2500° C ver-
sion of the res1stojet. The theoretical equations are well established, but
their application to specific conditions is sometimes a problem. It occurred
to us that it would be helpful for future use to assemble into a single docu-
ment (this report) these equations as well as effective ways to use them in a
practical vaporization problem. Because of the large amount of information to
be covered in this report, we have divided it into four parts; a preview of
each part follows: Parts I and II are concerned with the understanding 9f the
principles and derivation of rate equations. Parts III and IV are oriented
toward practical problems.
In Part I, we first discuss the general vaporization concepts and define
several ways of expressing vaporization rates. In Part I, we also present
equations for calculating vaporization rates if a single kinetic step controls
the process. The simplest calculation of vaporization rates, of course,
involves the (Langmuir) equation which gives the rate for the vaporization
step, itself. This equation is applicable when a material is exposed directly
to vacuum. In actual practice, this normal vaporization (nv) step may not be
rate controlling. When vaporization occurs within a partial enclosure, the
effective rate is slowed down, and the vapor species builds up in the con-
tainer; the rate becomes controlled by the rate of escape from the container
which is determ'ned by the area of the escape hole. When a matrix gas is
present in the system, there are several steps that might be rate control-
ling: the flow of the matrix gas, a chemical reactlon, or the diffusion of
the vaporizing species through the matrix gas. Moreover, if the material
being evaluated vaporizes lncongruently, solid state diffusion may becomerate
controlling. Incongruent vaporization refers to materials for which the ratio
of the rates of vaporization of the various components of the material is not
equal to their ratio In the solid material. For such materials the composl-
tlon of the solld matertal changes as vaporization progresses. Note that thls
report Is not concerned with vaporization induced by laser, electron, or ion
bombardment.
The experimental conditions determine which step ts rate controlling.
Aprtort, one cannot knowwhich steps in a particular overall process are
important. Therefore, In order to discuss the vaporization process, we had to
direct the discussion and calculatlons toward a specific system. We chose the
reslstoJet; It is a good model system because most of the aforementioned
potentially rate-controlling steps might apply. As model materials we chose
rhenium (Re) and tantalum carbide (TaC). These are good choices because the
vaporization behavior of the one contrasts the other: the Re vaporizes con-
gruently, and TaC vaporizes tncongruently. Moreover, chemically TaC is re-
active while Re is relatively unreacttve under the conditions of interest.
The principles applied to Re and TaC In this report apply equally well to
ceramics, polymers, alloys, composites, and all other materials.
We begin Part II by giving the equations that show how kinetic steps can
be combined to glve kinetic rates that are controlled by two or more individ-
ual steps. Via these equations, we have derived the equations which give the
vaporization rate when the steps discussed In Part I are coupled. Someof the
equations are relatively complex, being dependent on both ttme and location tn
a system. Calculation of vaporization of both Re and TaC were again made;
dependence of rates on tlme and locatton are Illustrated graphically.
It should be noted that the actual rate of vaporization in a complex
physical system can only be obtalnedexperimentally. A calculatedvalue Is
generallyan equilibriumor steady state value which may never actually be
reached; the calculatedvalue should be consideredto be merely a maximum.
Also In thls report,severalapproximationsare used, both In parameters(such
as vapor pressure)and In the derivationsof the equations. Moreover,ideal
behavior is assumed in most cases so that the equationswlll be more widely
applicable. Some of the calculationsare based on the parametersspecificto
our concept of the reslstoJet,so that the final conclusionsas to the nature
of the rate-controlllngstep may not be applicableto reslstoJetconceptswith
quite differentparameters.
In Part Ill, we analyze the kineticsteps as to which are most important
_n an isothermalsystem. Our reasoningIs then applied to the reslstoJetcon-
cept, assuming isothermalconditions. Calculatedvaporizationrates for Re
and TaC are again given. Other topics discussedIn Part II are the effect of
heatingand coolingperiodsand the use of a sacrificialvaporlz_ngmaterial.
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In the beginningof Part IV, we discuss the vaporizationrate as a func-
tion of temperature. Using two differentapproaches,we derive rate equations
for the conditionof a temperaturegradient. When appropriate,the vaporiza-
tion rates for Re and TaC were calculatedas a functionof gradient,location,
and time. The significanceof a temperaturegradient in the reslstoJetis dis-
cussed. Finally,the expectedlifetimesof Re and TaC are calculatedusing
all the pertinentkineticsteps and assumingthe existenceof a lO° C/cm gra-
dient. From a vaporizationviewpoint,Re appearsto be a satisfactorymaterial
with a potentiallifetimeof lO0 000 hr while TaC does not.
?
Our findingsare summarizedat the end of this report in the Synopsis.
As an aid to the reader in the use of the equationspresented,we have included
" a Glossaryof symbolsin the Appendix. In order for thls report to be useful
to people of all fields for designsIn which vaporizationmay be a problem,
simple languageIs used and conceptsare repeatedwhere necessary. Of course,
all sectionscannot be of uniformsimplicity. The sourceand use of equations
are explained,but detailedderivationsof equationsare minimized. When der-
ivationsare given, they are intendedas a method of explainingthe use and
meaning of the desiredequation.
THE RESISTOJET
At thls point it is worthwhileto give a littlediscussionabout the re-
slstoJet(ref. 1). The parametersof one designare given becausesome of the
vaporizationequationsin this report requirethe use of such values.
The originalconceptof the reslstoJetinvolvedmerely the resistiveheat-
ing of a gas to be expelledfrom a spacecraftto get added thrust. A more
recent conceptincludesan additionalidea, that of convertingwaste material
into a gas and then e_elllng it from the reslstoJetto get extra thrust.
Thus, the newer conceptof the reslstoJetwould solve two problems. The design
for the reslstoJetIs continuallychanging. The schematicgiven in figure 1 is
sufficientfor our discussionof the vaporizationproblem.
The best gas for the operationof the reslstoJetin terms of thrust is
hydrogen(H2). However,other gases that may be expelledare: water vapor,
carbon dioxide,carbon monoxide,nitrogen,ammonia,and hydrazlne;these gases
g_ve less thrust than hydrogenand, in general,are more corrosive. The tem-
peratureproposedfor the reslstoJetis 2500° C (2773 K). At present,the
desiredtime for operationof the reslstoJetat thls temperatureis lO00 hr;
but the desiredtime will probablyincrease. In our discussionof vaporiza-
tion, we are interestedin the hottestportionof the system,the place where
the vaporizationrate is expectedto be the greatest. This is the final tube
before the nozzle (fig. l). This hottestportionof the system is also the
place that is most susceptibleto chemicalreactionwith the flowinggases.
lhls tube might possiblybe made from either rheniumor tantalumcarbidebe-
cause both of these materialshave hlgh melting points and are electricalcon-
ductorswhich enablesdirect electricalheating.
The calculationsin this report are based on the followingparametersfor
the reslstoJet. The tube's length(L) is assumedto be lO cm; its inside dlam-
eter (2R'), 1 mm; and its wall thickness(S), O.l mm. A value of 3.16 atm is
taken as the pressure (P(m))of the flowingmatrix gas. The pressuredrop
along the tube is presumedto be negligible. The flow rate (F') is 5000 stand-
ard cma/mln (268 cm3/secat 2773 K and 3.16 atm pressure).
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PART I: SINGLE STEP RATE-CONTROLLINGPROGRESS
GeneralConcepts
In the actual vaporizationprocess,the molecules (or atoms) do not Just
fly off the crystallatticeof the solid. Some of the moleculeson the surface
are undoubtedlymobile,not bound to a particularpositionof the crystal lat-
tice but free to move over the entire surfaceof the material. If molecules
on the surfacewere not mobile, recrystallizationwould be impossible. The
mobile moleculesthat have sufficientenergy can leave the surfacethrough
vaporization. The number which vaporizeper unit should be proportionalto the
activity (number)of the mobile moleculeson the surfacefor any given temper-
ature. This is a physicalpicture of vaporizationbut does not lead to an
equation for the calculationof the rate of vaporization.
To obtain the desiredequation,one must start with a pictureof the mol-
ecules in the vapor above the solid and assume they are in equilibriumwith
the moleculesin the solidi Equilibriummeans that the number of molecules
vaporizingin a given time is equal to the number condensing(returningto the
solid from the gaseousstate) in the same period of time. Thus, the number of
molecules in the solid does not essentiallychange at equilibrium. The rate
of condensation,N', is equal to the rate at which moleculesstrike a unit
surfacearea in a unit time multipliedby the fraction,Q', that adheres. The
resultantequationis known as the Langmulrequation(ref. 2, p. 278).
N' = l.Ol3xlO6 P Q'/sqr(2_RTM) -_a P/sqr(M) (1)
where N' is the rate in terms of moles/cm2 sec, a mole being the number of
moleculesthat has a weight in grams equal to the molecularweight. The P
is the pressure in arm; the factor,l.O13xlO6, convertsthe pressureto
dynes/cm2;M is the molecularweight of the speciesin grams; R is the gas
constant (8.31xlO7 ergs/K);T siS the temperaturein K; and the "a" is equalt l.Ol3xlO6/sqr(2_RT)which i 0.842 gl/2 molesl/2cm2 sec-l arm-1
at T = 2773 K.
The Q' in equation (1) is called the stickingfactor or accommodation
coefficientand can have any value from zero to one. When Q' is set equal
to one, we again have the equationthat gives the number of moles of a material
strikinga unit area in a unit time. It is known as the Knudsenequation. The
Knudsen equationis derivablefrom the kinetictheory of gases and has been
shown to be correctexperimentallyunder near vacuum conditions. In this re-
port, Q' is always assigned the value of one. As alluded to before,under
equilibriumconditions,the N' in equation(1) becomesthe number of moles
vaporizingfrom a square cm in a sec, P becomesthe vapor pressure(P(v)),and
M is the molecularweight of the vaporizedspecies. Thus, we now have an
equation that is applicableto the vaporizationprocess under vacuum condl- %
tlons. Under nonvacuumconditions,the net rate of vaporizationis determined
by the differencebetweenthe vapor pressureand the pressureof the vaporized
speciesin the surroundingspace. Becausethis pressurecan be a functionof
the distance (Y) along the enclosure(tube),we refer to it as P(Y). It fol-
lows that
N' = a (P(v) - P(Y))/sqr(M) (2)
One can more easily comprehendthe magnitude of the vaporization rate if
It is expressed in units of g/cm2 sec. Wewill call this quantity, W, and
the equation by which it is calculatable is obtained by multiplying equation
(2) by the molecular weight of the vaporizing species.
W = a (P(v) - P(Y)) sqr(M) (3)
' Whenvaporization occurs into vacuum, we wlll term the process normal vaporiza-
tion and equation (3) becomes
W(nv) = a P(v) sqr(M) (4)
The total rate of vaporization can always be obtained by multiplying the aver-
age rate per untt area by the inside area of the tube (A(s) = 2_R'L with R'
being the radius and L, the length).
The recession rate, G, is another way of expressing the rate of vaporiza-
tion. It is the rate at which the material decreases in thickness (cm/sec).
Its value can generally be obtained by dividing W by the density of the mate-
rlal, D. Thus,
G = a (P(v) - P(Y)) sqr(M)/D (5)
By using the room temperaturedensity,one can compare G wlth the room tem-
peraturethickness.
Throughoutthis report,we have endeavoredto use a uniformset of sym-
bols. However,because W always refersto the rate of vaporization,thls is
equivalentto continuallyredefiningIt in terms of the rate-controlllngstep
presentlybelng considered. In a similarmanner, N', and G are likewise
redefined. Doing thls emphasizesthe conceptof loss by vaporizationas well
as minimizesthe use of subscriptsand foreignalphabets. Another symbol that
we use in this way is Z, the ratio of the rate of vaporizationunder a partic-
ular set of conditions(pc) to the rate under normal vaporizationcondition
(nv).
Z = W(pc)/W(nv)= G(pc)/G(nv)
(6)
= N'(pc)/N'(nv)
The final form of the equation Is only true If no chemicalreactionoccurs.
The reasonfor this will become evidentIn a subsequentsection;It involves
the differencebetweenthe molecularweight of the normallyvaporizingspecies
and that of the chemicallyformed species. The calculationof Z for each
rate-determlnlngstep eliminatesthe necessityof always calculatingthree
differentvalues: W, G, and N'. Rates that are tlme or space dependentcan-
not always be expressedIn terms of Z. Therefore,at appropriateplaces In
this report,other measures of the vaporizationrate wlll be introduced.
Equation (4) gives the rate under normal vaporizationconditions;It Is
generallyconsideredto be the maximum rate of vaporization. Steps or process-
es that occur in serieswlth the vaporizationprocesscan slow down the rate;
but they can never speed it up. Only a processthat parallels(bypasses)the
normal vaporizationstep (e.g., chemicalvaporization)can result In faster
vaporization. As we shall see, any of these steps may becomethe sole rate-
controlling step. After we have completed the treatment of normal vaporiza-
tion, we will discuss the other posslble factors as rate-controlling steps:
partial enclosure, matrix gas flow, chemical reactlons, gaseous d_ffus_on,
presence of a coating, solid state diffusion - controlled Incongruent vaporiza-
tion, and miscellaneous factors.
Normal Vaporization
In thts section we will consider vaporization Into a vacuum (eq. (4)). At
this time there ts no grounds for the selection of a back pressure, P(Y) (eq.
(3)). However, in Part II of this report, the quantity P(Y) will be consid-
ered because tt artses out of the interactions whtch are discussed there.
Congruent vaporization. - Whenequation (4) Is used, the value obtatned
_s the rate of vaporization of a matertal from a clean surface under vacuum
condltions. To use thts equation, only the vapor pressure, and molecular
wetght have to be known. The answer obtatned Is Independent of all parameters
assoclated with the experimental setup. For a material such as Re whtch vapor-
lzes congruently, the calculated rate of vaporization will be virtually cons-
tant as long as the solid material remains.
The vapor pressure of rhenium is 5.92x10 -8 atm at 2773 K (ref. 3, p.
447); Its molecular wetght is 186.2 g/mole. These values yleld a normal vapor-
lzatton rate, W(nv), at 2773 K of 6.BxlO -7 g/cm2 sec. In figure 2 the
values of W are given as a functlon of temperature. Because the density of
Re is 20.53 g/cm3 (ref. 4), the recession rate, G, Is 3.21x10 -8 cm/sec or
1.19 gm/hr.
Incongruent vaporization. - Host structural materials are not pure sub-
stances. Many are one phase alloys (solid state solutions). Froma vaporiza-
tion viewpoint, such one phase alloys behave In a slmtlar manner to other
solutions such as aqueous solutions and polymers containing plastlclzers. In
general when an alloy vaporizes, the vapor consists of more than one type of
species. It Is likely that a different species Is present for each component
of the alloy. Ideally for a stngle phase alloy, the partial vapor pressure,
P(J), for each component (J) would equal the vapor pressure of the component
In its pure form, P'(J), ttmes tts mole fractton in the alloy, n(J).
P(J) = n(J) P'(3) (7)
The corresponding value of W(_) could then be found via equation (4) and the
total rate of vaporization of all componentswould be the sumof the Individual
rates.
W = Z W(J) (8) ,
If all the componentshad the same vapor pressureand molecularweight, then
all of the componentswould vaporize In the same ratio as they are present In
the solid material. Such a conditionwould still be called congruentvaporiza-
tion. However, in the usual case of an alloy, the pressuresand the molecular
weightsof the componentsare not the same, so that the compositionof the
materialwould change as vaporizationproceeds. This change In composition
(mole fractions of the components, n(_)'s) means that for Incongruent vapor-
tzatlon, the actual rate of vaportzatlon changes wtth ttme and that the rate
calculated via equations (4), (7), and (8) are only initial rates when the
tnltlal values of n(J) are used.
Furthermore, most alloys are not tdeal solutions so that the values of
W(J) obtained assuming tdealtty are only approximations. If an experimental
' value for P(J) ts available, tt should be used tn preference to one obtained
from equation (7). Note that tn somealloys, only a single componentmay be
volatile. Thts ts analogous to an aqueous salt solutton where the water can
" vaporize leaving the salt behind.
Somematerials such as TaC also vaporize tncongruently even though they
are generally considered to be compounds. No vapor species such as TaC ts
known to exist: the vapor species over solid TaC are Ta, C, and tts polymers
(e.g., the trtmer, C3). Moreover, equation (7) is not obeyed for either Ta
or the C species. To understand better the vaporization of TaC, let us look
at its temperature - composition phase diagram in figure 3 (ref. 5, p. 84).
At the one-to-one atom ratio, the TaC phase Is in equlllbrtum with solid carbon
at 2773 K. This means that the partial vapor pressure of a carbon species
arising from TaC ts the sameas that for the respective one from solid carbon.
Also, at the stolchtometrtc composition of TaC (ref. 5, p. 99), the carbon
vaporizes much faster than the Ta, and the dominant vapor species Is the carbon
trtmer, C3, because it has the highest vapor pressure above free carbon(ref. 3, p. 445). The second most important species is the carbon monomer, C.
For C3, the value of the vapor pressure ts 1.48x10 -4 atm at 2773 K.
Equation (4) requires using the molecular weight of the trtmer (36.03 g/mole)
for the value of M. Thus, the vaporization rate, W, Is calculated to be
7.48x10-4 g/cm2 sec. The vapor pressure of the C monomerspecies (H =
12.01 g/mole) is 7.17x10 -6 atm, resulting in a W of only 2.09x10 -5 g/cm2
sec. The value of W(nv) should be taken as the sum of W(C) and W(C3),
7.69x10 -4 g/cm2 sec. However, in someportions of this report, the contrl-
button of the C monomerts disregarded because of the complications that
would arise. In figure 2 are plotted the values of W for C and C3 as
a function of temperature. The graph showsthat the vaporization rate of the
C monomerspecies accounts for less than three percent of the total vaporlza-
tion rate of the carbon from TaC. Ilere, we reemphastze that the calculated
values for TaC are not expected to be constant because It vaporizes tncongru-
ently. However, as long as the distinct carbon phase exists In the surface of
the TaC material, the vaporization rate wtll equal the tnlttal rate. Subse-
quent rates of vaporization are controlled by solid state diffusion which wtll
be discussed much later.
The vapor pressure of the Ta species over TaC Is about 9xlO-11 atm
(ref. 5, p. 101). From equations (4) and (6)_ one finds W(Ta) to be
1.02x10 -9 g/cm2 sec and Z(Ta) to be 1.3x10 -°. Thls relatively low
rate confirms the fact that the carbon vapor species are the dominant ones.
Whena material vaporizes tncongruently, the evaluation of G is not
always a straight forward calculation. Assumptions are sometimes required.
If TaC is a two phase region (as the phase diagram indicates; fig. 3), then
G can be obtained by using the density of graphite (2.25 g/cm3; ref. 4) in
equation (5). The resultant value of G Is 3.42x10 -4 cm/sec or 1.23x104
_m/hr. If one assumes that TaC consists of only a single phase and that its
density is not very sensitive to carbon concentration, G is obtained by using
the density of TaC (33.9 g/cm3, ref. 4) tn equation _5). The value of G
from this calculation is 5.53x10 -_ cm/sec or 1.99xlO a pm/hr. A third and
least likely assumption involves the conversion of the TaC phase into another
phase (e.g., Ta) as the carbon vaporizes. The following equation would then
be applicable.
G = W (R(TaC)/D(TaC) - H(Ta)/D(Ta)) / H(C) (g)
The density of Ta is 16.6 g/cm3. This third assumption gives a value for
G of 1.89x10 -4 cm/sec which is 6.82x103 pm/hr. The phase relatlonshlps
for the system under study determine which of these three methods should be
used. Thus, for other types of lncongruently vaporizing materials, the last
method of calculation may be the most preferable. However, when one is only
interested in order of magnitude values, no great care Is needed tn the selec-
tlon of the equation. Throughout the rest of this report when G Is calcu-
lated for TaC, we will use equation (5) with D equal to the density of
graphite.
In discussions Involving incongruent vaporization, it is helpful to use
the term F(r), the _raction of the volatile component remaining in the solid
material. This can be calculated as follows if W can be considered to be
constant.
F(r) : W T'/D E' S (lO)
In this equation,T', is the time, S is the originalthicknessof the materi-
al, and E' is the originalweight fractionof vaporizingspecies. For the
incongruentlyvaporizing TaC, E' is M(C)/M(TaC),0.062. Equation(lO) may
also be used for congruentlyvaporizingmaterial (e.g., Re); in this case, E'
would be unity. Anotherconceptthat Is sometimeshelpful Is the useful llfe-
tlme, T". We have arbitrarilydefined T" as the time at which F(r) = 0.5.
If W is again assumedto be constant.
T" = D E' S/2 W = D E' S/2 Z W(nv) (ll)
Equation(ll) llke equation (lO) is applicableto both congruentlyand Incon-
gruently vaporizingmaterial;this is due to the presenceof E' in these
equations. The value of T"(nv) for TaC would be 5.6 sec while T"(nv) for
Re would be 42 hr. Care must be taken when comparinglifetimesbetweenvari-
ous materials;many materialsare unusable long before the value of F(r)
would become reducedto 0.5.
As far as vaporizationis concerned,our two model materialsmay be called
extremes. While the vaporizationof rheniumis very small at 2773 K the vapor-
izationof carbon componentof the TaC is relativelylarge. As we shall see
later,chemical vaporizationcan even increasethe rate of vaporizationfor
TaC. However,other factorsmay tend to decreasethe actual rate of vaporiza-
tion of TaC to a value less than the values calculatedfrom equation (4).
Presenceof severalphases.- In many alloys, the existenceof multiple
phases Is a necessity. The additionalphases add strengthor other desirable
qualities. For such a system, one must consider vaporization of each component
(J) from each phase (t). One uses P(J,1) and M(J) vla equation (4) to
obtain the corresponding value of W(J,1). The value of W(J), the overall
vaporization rate of the jth component, should be obtainable as follows.
W(J) : Z(W(J,I)A(1)) / ZA(1) (12)
• where A(1) ts the area of the t th phase on the surface of the material.
Equation (8) is then used to calculate the total value of W. Whenthe phases
are In equilibrium, the calculations simplify because the vapor pressure of a
specified component Is the same tn all the phases. Equation (12) becomesun-
necessary, and the calculations are the sameas for a one phase system. How-
ever, while the vapor pressure of the jth component is the same In all
phases, its concentration ts not likely to be the same. Thus, as vaporization
proceeds, displacement from equlllbrlum may occur.
One can recall that at the stotchlometrlc composition of TaC (fig. 3),
two phases exist: C and substotchtometrlc TaC. From the discussion In the
previous paragraph, one can now see why the system was treatable as one phase.
Another point to note from figure 3 ts that if equilibrium Is allowed to per-
stst as vaporization occurs, the carbon phases wlll disappear, resulting In a
truly one-phase system.
EvacuatedPartialEnclosure
When vaporizationoccurs In an evacuatedenclosure,the pressureclosely
approachesthe vapor pressureof the material present;the rate of vaporization
Is thus controlledby the area of the exlt hole. The rate of vaporizationper
unlt area of the exlt hole Is given by equation(4). The average rate per unit
insidearea of the enclosureis obtainableby multiplyingthls value by the
ratio of the area of the hole, A(h), to the inside surfacearea, A(s). Thus
W = a P(v) sqr(M)A(h)/A(s)= a P(v) R'/2 L (13)
The final form of the equationIs applicableto our reslstoJetwhere _R'2
Is the hole area and _R'L Is the insidearea. It becomesobvious that
Z = A(h)/A(s)= R'/2L = 0.0025 (14)
and that Z Is independentof the material used. Vla equation(6) the respec-
tive values of W for Re and TaC would be 1.7xlO-g and 1.87xlO-6 g/cm2
sec. Such average valueswlll increasewlth the slze of the exlt opening. In
the presentapproximation,the vaporizationIs assumedto be uniformover the
entire insidearea. In a later section,we will see that when the existenceof
an enclosureIs coupledwlth the vaporizationprocess,the values of W and Z
are dependenton Y, the distancealong the tube (enclosure). Equations(13)
and (14) may be of use In many systems. However,for the reslstoJet,they are
applicableonly during times that the exlt tube may be at temperaturewithout
the presenceof a matrix gas.
One should note that vaporizationfrom an evacuatedcontainerwlth an
orifice(small properlyshaped hole) Is the basis of the Knudsenmethod of
determiningvapor pressures. The vapor pressuresare calculated,of course,
via equation (4). Also note that in Part II of this paper, discussion of the
interaction of this modeof vaporization will be minimal because this mode can
interact wlth very few of the other modes. The other modes, tn general, re-
quire the presence of a matrix gas whtle thls mode requires It absence.
Flowing Matrlx Gas
The first step in the treatment of the effect of a flowtng matrix gas In
an enclosure ts to express Its flux, F(m), In terms of Its flow, F'.
F(m) = b F' M(m) P(m)/A(h) (15)
where m refers to the matrix gas, and b is 1/RT and numerically equal to
4.4x10 -6 cm-3 arm-1 (4.4x10 -12 ergs-1) at 2773 K. Next, the flux of
the vaporized species, F(Y), can be written in terms of the flux of the matrix
gas.
F(Y) = F(m) P(Y) M/P(m) M(m) = b F' M P(Y)/A(h) (16)
where Y indicates the vaporized species. The expression for W can be ob-
tained by setting it equal to the flux of the vaporized species parallel to
the flow multiplied by the ratio of the exit hole area to inside surface area.
W = F(Y) A(h)/A(s)= b F' P(v) M/A(s) = 3.75x10-4 P(v) M (17)
The second form equation (17) resultsfrom combiningIts first form with equa-
tion (16). The final form of equation (17) holds for our reslstoJetdesign.
Comblnlngequatlons(4), (6), and (17) yields
Z = b F' sqr(M)/aA(s) = 1.66xlO-6 F' sqr(M)= 4.45xi0-4 sqr(M) (18)
The W and Z given by equations(17) and (18) are average values. When
we discussthe couplingof matrix gas flow with normal vaporization,we shall
see that W and Z are dependentupon the distancealong the tube or enclo-
sure. From equation(!7) the values of W for Re and TaC were found to be,
respectively,4.13xlO-v and 2.0xlO-6 g/cm2 sec. From equation (18), the
respectivevalues of Z are 0.00607and 0.00267. Thus, the effect of the ma-
trix gas at the prescribedvelocity(for the reslstoJet)on the average rate of
vaporizationof the tube material is very roughlythe same as If there were no
matrix gas present: the values of Z are close to 0.0025 (eq. (14)) From
equation (18), one can see that decreasingthe flow rate, F', will decrease
Z, and visa versa. Thus, with a slow enough flow, the value of Z could be-
come quite small.
In the extremewhere F is zero, equation (18) states that Z is also
zero. This incorrectanswer from equation (18) is the result of approximations
used Its derivation. However,closer approximationsneed not be used because
the situationis trivial in that the matrix gas would be quickly lost Into the
surroundingvacuum. After the matrix gas Is lost, equation (14) gives the
proper steady state value for Z. Anotherway to look at thls problemIs given
in the followingsection.
lO
Stationary Matrix Gas
To have a stationary (nonflowtng) matrix gas, the external pressure of
the matrix gas (that outside the tube) must be equal to Its pressure within
the tube. Of course, thts condition Is not possible for the reststo_et, but
it may exist for other design problems. The logical way to attack such a
problem is via gaseous diffusion. However, until we discuss the coupling of
, steps in Part II, the equation for this type of diffusion process cannot be
set up. For now, we wtll be satisfied to calculate the maximumvalues of W
and Z for this process. These are the same values given for an evacuated
enclosure (eqs. (13) and (14)). Thus for all materials, Z(max) -O- 0025 when
a stationary matrix gas Is present; W(Re) = 1.TxlO -9 g/cm2 sec, and"
W(TaC) = 1.87x10 -6 g/cm2 sec.
Chemical Vaporization
The presence of a matrix gas can also gtve rise to the possibility of a
chemical reaction between the material and the gas, itself. This could result
In an increased rate of vaporization because a volatile species may be formed
during the chemical reaction. For the metal, rhenium, a chemical reaction Is
very remote; Re should be unreacttve chemically under the usual conditions of
the reststoJet. The'situation wlth tantalum carbide Is quite different. For
the time being, the carrier (matrix) gas ts assumedto be hydrogen, and the
reaction product is assumedto be acetylene (C2H2). This ts the most like-
ly product from equilibrium considerations (ref. 6). Because of the excess of
carbon in stotchtometrtc TaC, it is valid to write the chemical reaction as
follows.
2C(soltd) + H2(gas)_C2H2(gas) (19)
The opposing arrows indicate that both forward and reverse reactions can occur.
The rate of the forward reaction should be proportional to the pressure that
the hydrogen exerts (called the hydrogen partial pressure), and rate of the
reverse reaction is proportional to the partial pressure of the C2H2.
Whenreaction (19) is at equilibrium, the rate of the reverse reaction becomes
equal to the rate of the forward reaction so that one may write
K(p) = P(C2H2)/P(H2) (20)
where K(p) Is called the equilibriumconstantfor the reaction. Many such
constantsare tabulatedIn reference6 and given In diverse sourcesIn the
chemicalliterature. At 2773 K, the log K(p) (base lO) for reaction (19) Is
equal -I.453 resultingin a partialpressurefor C2H2 of O.lll3 atmwhen
the partialpressureof hydrogenpressureIs 3.16 atm. When chemicalreac-
tlons are involved,equations(3) and (5) must be modified respectivelyas
follows.
' W(cs) = a (P(cs)- P(Y,cs))M'/sqr(M) (21)
G(cs) = a (P(cs)- P(Y,cs))M'/D sqr(M) (22)
ll
where P(cs) Is the vapor pressure of the chemical species, and P(Y,cs) ls
the pressure of this chemical species in contact with the material. In the
present discussion, P(Y,cs) = 0. The N' Is the molecular welght of the sub-
stance lost by vaporization, while N is the molecular weight of the actual
vapor species which includes a weight contribution from the matrix gas (e.g.,
H2) due to the chemical reaction. Whenconsidering the formation of
C2H2, M is the molecular weight of C2H2 (26.036 g/mole), and M' ts
the molecular weight of C2 (24.02 g/mole). Thus, W ts 0.441 g/cm2 sec,
the initial rate of vaporization of carbon from TaC at 2773 K vta chemical
reaction with hydrogen to form acetylene. As defined in equation (6), the
value of Z is equal to the vaporization rate of the chemically formed spe-
cies (cs) divided by the rate for the normal vaporizing species (nv). Thus,
Z = P(cs) M'(cs)/P(nv) sqr(M(cs) M(nv)) (23)
In the presentcase, "nv" refers essentiallyto C3 while "cs" refers to
C2H2 with M'(cs) = M(C2). Examinationof equation (23) indicatesthat
when a chemicalreactionis involved,It Is simplerto calculate Z(cs) by
Ivldlngthe numericalvalue of W(cs) by the numericalvalue of W(nv),
.69xi0-4 g/cm2 sec. Thus, it followsthat Z = 574; this shows that the
vaporizationrate by chemicalreactioncould be much greaterthan that by the
normal physicalprocess. Via equation(22) and the assumptionthat the loss
in weight is from the carbon phase, the value of G is calculatedto be 0.197
cm/sec. Rememberthat W, G, and Z are maximum values. If equilibriumIs
not reached,the actual rate could be much less, even less than that for sim-
ple vaporization. The only way to determinethe real kineticvalue is via
experiment. The value of T" from equation (ll) is 9.7xi0-3 sec.
The TaC may also react wlth H2 to form methane, CH4.
C(solld)+ 2H2(gas)_CH4(gas ) (24)
At 2773 K, the log K(p(atm-l)) for reactlon(24) Is -4.076 (ref. 6). For
this case, the rate of the forwardreactionshould be proportionalto the
square of the hydrogenpressurebecausetwo hydrogenmoleculesare involvedIn
the reaction. Thus,
2
K(p) = P(CH4)/P(H2) (25)
The value of P(CH4) is thereforeequal to 8.38x10-4 atm. Using equa-
tions (5) and (21) wlth M' = M(C) and M = M(CH4),one obtains W =
0.00212g/cm2 sec and Z = 2.8. Thus, at the stolchlometrlccompositionof
TaC, the vaporizationvia methane formationIs expectedto be slower than that
by acetyleneformationbut greaterthan that for ,C3. The value of Z(cs)
would be 577, the sum of the Z for C2H2 and the Z for CH4.
When TaC Is exposedto a partialpressureof oxygen,anotherchemical
reactioncan occur. The reactioncan be written
C + 02._----C02 (26)
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The value of K(p) for reaction (26) is 2.92x10 -7. The value of P(C02)
could be calculated in the samemanner as we did for acetylene. However, this
calculation can be bypassed because K(p) is very large indicating that the
equlltbrlum is far to the right; this meansthat any oxygen present is almost
completely converted to CO2 as long as enough carbon Species is present.
At equilibrium, the partial pressure of C02 would be equal to the partial
pressure of the oxygen originally in the system. The value of W can then be
calculated from equation (21) by using this assumption. For an assumedtnl-
ttal oxygen partial pressure of 0.1 atm, the value of W is 0.152 g/cm2
sec. The corresponding value of Z is 198. Note that in this case, the
exact value of K(p) need not be known.
The presence of oxygen in a matrix gas of hydrogen gives rise to the fol-
lowing reaction.
02 + 2H2.______.2H20 (27)
The equilibrium for this reaction is far to the right; K(p) is 50.75 recipro-
cal atm. Thus, before the oxygen contacts the TaC, it can react with the hy-
drogen matrix gas, and the resultant water vapor can react with the TaC to
form CO2 along with the recovery of the hydrogen which originally reacted
with the oxygen. Thts can give the same result as if the oxygen reacted di-
rectly wlth the TaC. The final partialpressureof the H20 Is many times
greaterthan that of the 02, but both of these are negligiblewhen compared
with the partialpressureof the C02. The existenceof reaction(27),
therefore,does not nullifyany calculationsmade for reaction(26). Moreover,
if one startswith H20 vapor, the H20 can also react with the TaC to form
CO2. Becausethere is only one oxygen atom in H20 comparedwith two in
CO2, an originalpartialpressureof 0.1 arm H20 would result In a final
0.05 arm of CO2. This would result in half the rate of vaporizationthat
would have resultedfrom a 0.1 arm of oxygen.
The other refractorycarbidessuch as those of hafnium,titanium,and
tungstenwould be expectedto react in a similarmanner wlth hydrogenor water
vapor. In fact for those of hafniumand titanium,the activityof carbonat
the stolchlometrlccompositionis unity Just as it is In TaC. Therefore,the
value of W(cs) for HfC (eq. (21)) would be the same as to TaC. Chemical
vaporizationis also a common phenomenonfor the refractorymetals. Metals
such as tungsten,molybdenum,and even platinumwill react wlth oxygenand
vaporizechemicallyin the form of their respectivevolatileoxides. Experi-
mentally,the rate of oxidativevaporizationhas been found to vary with the
oxygen pressureas one would predictfrom the equilibriumconsiderations.
These are only a few of the cases where materialsvaporizechemically. To
decide if a particularmaterialis going to vaporizechemically,one should
first ascertainwhat gases are presentand then from equilibriumdata deter-
mine to what degree reactionwill occur. Of course in high vacuum or wlth
only noble gases present,chemicalvaporizationis minimized.
Note that vaporization(when it is controlledexclusivelyby a chemical
reactionstep) is again not affectedby parametersof the experimentalsetup,
such as the length of the tube. Its maximumrate is determinedby the
thermodynamicdata for the reactionthat is occurring. The actual value is
determinedby the rate of the reaction;this would have to be found
experimentally.
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In addltton to leading to the formation of a gas species, a chemical re-
actton can cause the formation of a solid phase. This Is a very commonoccur-
rence for many metals such as iron. Typlcally, such a surface phase Increases
In thickness wtth time. If the surface phase ts volatile, the calculation of
tts vaporization rate would be given by equation (4) with the vapor pressure
used betng that of the surface phase material. Vaporization of the substrate
(the phase underneath) can also occur vta solid state diffusion through the
surface phase. Thts ts discussed tn a later sectton called "Surface Coating".
Diffusion Through a Gaseous Boundary Layer
Another way for a matrlx gas to affect vaporization ts by what we shall
call back reflection. Vaporizing molecules wt11 colltde wtth molecules of the
matrix gas, resulting tn a change In thetr direction. Someof these vapor-
tzlng molecules wt11 thus be directed back to the soltd matertal and condense.
One can also look at the problem tn terms of a vaporizing spectes diffusing
through the matrix gas. It Is through diffusion theory that the problem can
most easily be solved.
In a relatively raptd flow of the gas, one may assume the presence of a
boundary layer through whtch the vaporizing species must move tn order to leave
the surface of the tube material and get to the matn stream of the flowtng
matrix gas. The actual flow may be either lamtnar or turbulent, but at pres-
ent we need not concern ourselves as to which It ts; a11 that ts necessary Is
the assumption of the existence of a boundary layer. Wtth our symbolism, the
diffusion equation (ref. 7) ls written as follows:
W = - D(g) dC"(v)/dX = - b M D(g) dPidX
= b D(g) H P/S' (28)
C"(v) is the carbon concentration tn the gas phase _n g/cm3; X ts the d_s-
tance out from the surface of the solid material; W ts the flux In that direc-
tion; D(g) Is the gaseous diffusion coefficient In cm2/sec; and dC"(v)/dX
Is the concentration gradient of the diffusing gas spectes perpendicular to
the surface. The second form of the equation was obtained by ustng the 1deal
gas equatton with b = I/RT. The ftnal form of the equation assumes planar
diffusion. Thts assumption can be made because the thickness of the boundary
layer, S'(cm), should be small comparedwtth the radtus of the tube, R'. Also,
tn the final form of equation (28), we assumethat the partial pressure (con-
centratlon) of the vaporized (diffusing) specles ls zero In the bulk of the
matrtx gas, and that steady state conditions are achieved. One may use the
vapor pressure for the value of P because this Is the maximumvalue that P
can have. The equation for Z ts obtatned by combining equations (4), (6),
and (28).
Z = b D(g) sqr(M)/a S' = 5.21x10 -6 D(g) sqr(M)/S' (29)
The value of D(g) required In equations (28) and (29) can be calculated
from the following equation (ref. 2, pp. 268 and 281).
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D(g) = sqr(V(v)2 + V(m)2)13_ N" Q"2(l + A)
= (2RT/_)3/2 sqr(I/M(v). I/M(m))/3N P Q,,2
= 3.07xi0-14 sqr(I/M(v)+ 1/M(m))/PQ,,2 (30)
where the V's are averagemolecularspeeds;v refers to the vaporizingspe-
cies and m, to the matrix gas; N" is the number of moleculesper cm3; and
Q" is the effectiveaveragemoleculardiameter(cm). The A' is a term to
correctfor persistenceof directionafter collisionand is dependenton the
interactionbetweenmolecules;having no simpleway to evaluate A', we ignore
it. In the final forms of the equation,we have made proper substitutionfor
V's, etc. The N is Avogadro'snumber,and P is the total pressure in atm.
If we select a reasonablevalue for Q" (4xlO_B cm, ref. 2, p. 285), the
values of D(g) for Re and TaC are, respectively,4.3 and 4.4 cm2/secat
2773 K and 3.16 atm. It is also possibleto estimate the value of D(g) from
the known experimentaldata of similarmolecules(e.g., ethane;its D(g) val
ue is 5.12 cm2/sec at 2773 K and 3.16 atm of hydrogengas; ref. 8). Thus,
our calculatedvalue for D(g), 4.4 cm2/sec, is deemed to serve as an approx-
imate number that can be used later for the value of D(g) for other similar
carbon-contalnlnggaseousspecies.
Using the calculatedvalues of D(g), we obtainedthe curves in figure 4,
plots of W as a functionof the boundary layer thickness,S'. From this
figure,one sees that W and Z decreasewith increasingboundary layer
thickness. If one would assume too small of a value for S', the calculated
value of Z would be greaterthan unity. This would representan unaccept-
able physical situation. A reasonableassumptionfor the boundary layer is lO
percent of the diameter;this means that S' is 0.005 cm. The respective
values of W for Re and TaC would be 4.16xlO-8 and 2.07x10-5 g/cm2 sec.
The respectivevalues for Z are 0.061 and 0.028. The existenceof a bound-
ary layer in the reslstoJetthus appears to reduce only moderatelythe vapor-
ization rates for Re and TaC. Again, calculationsare independentof the
parametersof the experimentalsetup. The importantparametersare the pres-
sure of the matrix gas, the thicknessof the boundarylayer, and the gas dif-
fusion coefficient.
SurfaceCoating
In many practicalsystems,materialsare coatedwith some protectivelayer
to inhibitheat transferor to shield the substratefrom oxidation. However,
no such coating is plannedfor the reslstoJet. As discussedbefore,coatings
may also exist due to formationvia chemical reactionbetween the solid and
the matrix gas.
The method of calculatingthe vaporizationrate from a coating layer would
again be given by equation (4) by using the proper values of P(v) and M.
° Howeverhere, we are more interestedin the vaporizationof the material under-
neath the coating (the substrate). A substratemay vaporizeeven though cov-
ered with a protectivecoating; it is possible for the volatilespecies in the
substrateto diffuse throughthe coatingand then evaporate. The solutionof
this problem requiresthe use of the steady state diffusionequation. The
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steady state equatton for solid state diffusion has the samedlfferenttal form
as that for gaseous diffusion (eq. (28)).
W = - D(s) dC"(s)/dX = D(s) E' O/S" (31)
where dC"(s)/dX Is the gradtent of the diffusing (vaporizing) species and
O(s) ts tts diffusion coefficient tn the coattng. The ftnal form of the
equatton assumesplanar diffusion and the gradtent to be uniform across the
coatlng wtth the concentration of the diffusing specles equal to zero at the
coating-gaseous Interface. D ts the denstty of the coattng (g/cm3), E' Is
the solubility (g/g) of the diffusing-vaporizing specles tn the coating, and
S" Is the thickness of the coattng. The value of Z Is obtalned by dtvldlng
equatton (31) by equation (6).
Z = D(s) E' D/a P(v) S" sqr(M) (32)
Any evaluation of equations (31) or (32) for our reslstoJet destgn w111
be extremely approximate because at the present ttme no coattng ts contem-
plated for the system. To apply equations (31) and (32) to the reststoJet, we
w111 assume10 ppmsolubility (E' = 0.00001_, a density of 10 g/cm3 for the
coattng, and a D(s) value of 1.11x10 -/ cm_/sec for both Re and TaC. A
low solubility ts requtred for a coating to tnhlbtt vaporization. This value
of D(s) corresponds to the value for carbon diffusion tn TaC (ref. 9). By
ustng these values and equatton (31), W ts plotted as a function of S" In
ftgure 5. For a reasonable thickness (0.01 cm), the value of W Is about
1.1x10 -9 g/cm2 sec for both Re and TaC. The fact that W for TaC and Re
are the same In our calculation Illustrates that diffusion coating-controlled
vaporization can be totally dependent on the dlffuslon parameters and Indepen-
dent of the vapor pressure of the substrate. Remember,we have assumedthe
values of the diffusion parameters; thetr actual values are, of course, ex-
pected to depend on the nature of the substrate From equatton (32) and our
assumptions, the values of Z are found to be i.6xlO -3 for Re and
1.43x10 -6 for TaC.
Solid State Diffusion-Controlled Incongruent Vaporization
Because the title to thts section Is qulte long, we w111 refer to tt In
the future as diffusion/Incongruent vaporization.
For rhenium, as well as other elements, the question of Incongruent vapor-
tzatton does not artse because It contatns only one element. Even manycom-
pounds vaporized congruently. But as we have seen before, TaC vaporizes
1ncongruently: the elements present do not vaportze at the same rate. The
same ts true for the maJortty of alloys and structural materials. In TaC, the
carbon vaporizes first and Tats left behind. As thts happens tn a one phase
system, the parttal vapor pressure of C decreases and so does Its vaporiza-
tion rate. The same sort of thing happens In other lncongruently vaporizing
systems. In these cases, vaporization can becomecontrolled by the solid
state diffusion of the volatile species to the surface. Thus, the ttme
dependent form of the diffusion dlfferentlal equation becomesapplicable (ref.
7, p. 9).
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dC"(s)/dT' = D(s) d2C"(s)/dX 2 (33)
where C"(s) is the concentration of the diffusing species.
The solution of this differential equation for actual systems Is complex
because the vapor pressure of the vaporizing species (carbon) Is not necessar-
ily a well behaved function of lts concentration. Besides, all of the experi-
mental data are not available. It Is therefore necessary to make some
assumptions, someof which may not be completely true. For example in the TaC
system, we wtll assume that a single phase exists between the compositions TaC
and Ta. If solid state diffusion ts to be the sole rate-controlling step, one
must assume that the volatile componentvaporizes as soon as tt reaches the
surface layer. This is the sameas assuming an essentially infinite vapor
pressure and the surface concentration of the volatile species to be zero.
With thls as a boundary condition, the solid state diffusion equation (eq.
(33)) may be integrated (ref. 7, p. 45). By using our symbols and assuming
planar diffusion,
GO
F(r) = 8 _ (exp(-O(s)(2n + l) 2 _2T'/4S2)/(2n * l) 2 2) (34)
n=O
where F(r) Is the average bulk carbon concentration, F(r) being defined as
unity for the stolchlometrlc TaC composition.
W = 2D D(s) M(C) _ (exp(-D(s)(2n + l) 2 _2T'/4S2)/M(TaC) S) (35)
n=O
The computer program for equations (34) and (35) are given tn table I(a). The
value of Z can be calculated vla equation (6). The present model Is re-
ferred to as Model 0 to distinguish it from models presented later which In-
clude other vaporization steps.
In figure 6, a plot of F(r) versus the square root of time shows para-
bolic dependence. At F(r) = 0.5, T' is 168 sec so that 168 sec may be taken
as the value of the half llfe, T". In figure 7, the relative vaporization
rate ts given as a function of time. The initial value of Z is, of course,
unity, meaning that W = W(nv). The final value of Z ls obviously zero.
This Is a result of the depletion of carbon In the TaC, leaving Ta behind.
Because Z Is a function of time, T', for incongruent vaporization, It ts
convenient to define, Z', pseudo Z for an incongruent process which would be
independent of time. The definition clearly requires a comparison of some
time independent rate parameter wtth the corresponding one under the standard
vaporization conditions. We chose to define Z' as follows.
Z' = T"(nv)/T" (36)
The value of Z' for the incongruent vaporization of TaC would equal 0.033.
Many times parabolic kinetics as noted in figure 6 means the formation of
a new phase on the surface of the material as in the oxidation of somemetals.
Even though a postulate of Model 0 is the existence of a single phase, we
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thought it would be wise to show that Model 0 does not predict a sharp demar-
cation between a carbon-rich and a carbon-poor region. This is done in figure
8 where the carbon concentration profiles are plotted for various values of
F(r). Again, an infinite series equation was required (ref. 7, p. 44). In
figure 8, there is indeed no suggestion of such a sharp concentration
demarcation.
According to equation (34), F(r) can be expressed as a function of
T'/S z. This means that T'/S 2 is a constant for any given value of
F(r). It follows from this that the half ltfe, T", is proportional to the
square of the tube thickness. Thus, a slight increase in the thickness of the
reststoJet tube can add significantly to the value of T".
Model 0 is, indeed, an oversimplified solution to the problem. But it
will probably give a correct order of magnitude answer for TaC. The total
solution would involve the diffusion of C through Ta2C as well as through
TaC (fig. 3). Treatment of the problem to this mathematical depth would re-
quire a knowledge of the exact dependence of carbon activity on its concentra-
tion. Furthermore from a practical viewpoint, when the composition of Ta2C
is approached, the ltfe of the matertal is essentially at an end, and calcula-
tlon past this point would be only of academic interest. For other materials,
a slmtlar logic should hold so that a one phase diffusion model is sufficient
for many practical problems.
Model 0 is applicable to manyspace problems where an alloy at an ele-
vated temperature Is exposed to the vacuumof space. The only unique parameter
needed for the application of Model 0 is the diffusion coefficient of the
vaporizing species in the alloy. If it is unknown, it can be approximated.
Note that for Model O, the partial vapor pressure of the vaporizing species
does not have to be known. The F(r) calculated is the average fraction of
the vaporizing species remaining in the alloy. Model 0 is the most severe
model one can use. Models 1 and 2 to be described later requires knowledge of
the vapor pressures and should result in a longer predicted life.
MiscellaneousFactors
There are still other factorsthat can affect the rate of vaporizationof
a material: adsorbedgas on the surface,roughnessof the surface,grain size,
and surfacetension. Surfacetensioneffects can of course be calculated,but
these are second order effectson vaporization. Thus, they are not important
in the present discussion. In some cases, other miscellaneouseffectsmay
have been investigatedfor a particularmaterial. However,a generaltreatment
of such effects is not available,and the effect of such factors(variables)
is expectedto be quite small relativeto the effectsdiscussedin this report.
Degasslngof adsorbed gases may have a notableeffect on the physical
propertiesof some materials. However,we desire to keep this effect outside
the scope of this report.
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PART II: COUPLINGOF KINETICSTEPS
GeneralPrinciples
BecausevaporizationIs a kineticprocess, it coupleswith other kinetic
steps In a predictablemanner. When the process is Y and T' dependent,
the processmust be treatedas a specialcase. However,when the processis
Y and T' independent,generalequationscan be used as one wlll see In this
present section.
For severalkineticsteps that work In parallel (i.e.,independentlyof
one anotherusing separatepaths),the total rate Is equal to the sum of the
individualrates,W(k).
W(total)= _ W(k) (37)
It followsthat
Z(total)= _ Z(k) (38)
The total rate is greaterthan any individualstep. Also, if the rate of one
step is very much fasterthan the others,the overallrate is controlledby
the fastestrate.
A similarequationdescribesthe effectiverate, W(ef), for the combina-
tion (coupling)of severalseries steps if their kineticsare first order.
W(ef) = I/_ (1/W(k)) (39i
Similarly,
Z(ef) = I/_ (I/Z(k)) (40)
A first order step is one for which the rate is dependenton the first power
of the concentration(activity)of the speciesinvolved. All the vaporization
steps for Re are first order, but the normal vaporizationstep for TaC is ex-
pected to be third order as will be discussedlater. For the combinationof
series steps,the overall rate is slower than the slowestindividualstep in-
volved. If one of the steps is very much slowerthan the others,the overall
rate is essentiallycontrolledby the sloweststep (ss).
W(ef) = W(ss) (41)
Z(ef) = Z(ss) (42)
Note that equations(39) and (40) are symmetricalwith respectto the various
steps which are occurring. Thus, to use equations(39) and (40), one does not
need to know the chronologyof the steps.
Equation (39) is easily shown to be true for a two step process. Let us
call W(1) and W(2) the rates of two kineticprocesseswhen they are occur-
ring by themselves. When they occur in seriesand steadystate Is attained,
the rates of both steps must be equal. Also, the rate of the first step Is
given as follows:
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W(ef) = (1 - C') W(I) (43)
The rate of the second step Is
W(ef) = C' W(2) (44)
where the l in the factor (l - C') of equation(43) representsunit activity
(concentration)at the start of the first step. This flrst step reducesthe
activityof the volatile componentto C' on the surfaceof the material.
The value C' will contributeto the reversereactionso that the net forward
reactionis proportionalto (1 - C'). The use of this factor is similarto
the use of the factor, P(v) - P(Y) (eq. (3)). The second step startswlth the
volatilecomponentat an activityof C' and takes It to zero; thus, W(2) is
multipliedby C', the differencebetween C' and zero. Eliminationof C'
betweenequations(43) and (44) yields
W(ef) = W(1) W(2)/(W(1). W(2))
= 1/(I/W(1). I/W(2)) (45)
which is equation (39) appliedto a two-step reaction. Note that equation
(45) holds even if the system is not ideal. For a nonldeal system,C' would
equal the activitybut not the concentrationof carbon. In spite of this,
equations(43) and (44) could still be combinedin the same fashion.
When a step in the overall vaporizationprocessis not first order, equa-
tion (45) may not be valid. The most likely step not to be first order is the
normal vaporizationstep, itself. In the case of TaC, three carbon atom in
the solid must combineto form the trlmer carbon vapor species.
3C(solld),-'--'_'C3(vapor) (46)
Thus, the vaporizationrate shouldbe proportionalto the cube of the carbon
activity on the surfacein the solid; such kineticsare referredto as third
order. If the second rate-controlllngstep occurs after the thlrd-orderstep,
the C' in both equations(43) and (44) becomesequal to the cube of the car-
bon concentration,and equation (45) would still be valid. However,if the
thlrd-orderstep comes after the other step, equation(44) must be modified as
follows.
W(ef) = C'3 W(C3) + C' W(C) (47)
We have included In equation (47) the contributionfrom the vaporizationof
the carbonmonomer. By eliminating C' betweenequations(43) and (47) one
obtains
I/W(ef): I/W(1) + I/(W(C) . W(C3) (I + W(ef)/W(1))2) (48)
The equationrequiresuse of successiveapproximation,but W is, neverthe-
less, readilycalculated. The Z is given by a similarequation.
1/Z(ef)= I/Z(1) . I/(Z(C) + Z(C3) (1 + Z(ef)/Z(1))2) (49)
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In contrast wlth equations (39) and (40), equations (48) and (49) are not sym-
metric with respect to the steps Involved. Equations (48) and (49) apply to
the vaporization of TaC when the first step occurs before the vaporization
step and the second step is either the vaporization step or one occurring af-
ter tt. However, when one of the steps ts much slower than the other, equa-
tions (41) and (42) can be used in place of equations (48) and (49).
To prevent our subsequent discussion from becoming too verbose, we have:
limited our discussion to the coupling of two steps; used equations (41) and
(42), where applicable; confined calculations to values of Z, then possible;
and given much attention to the order in which the calculatlons are presented.
CouplingNormal VaporizationWlth Other Steps
Couplingsindependentof Y and T'. - From Part I of thls report,one
can note that Z << 1 for all steps except for normal vaporizationand chemi-
cal vaporization. Thereforewhen dependenceon Y and T' Is ignored,the
rate (Z) of normal vaporizationcoupledwith one of the slow steps (ss) Is
given by equation(42). This equationappliesto the couplingof normal va-
porizationwith an evacuatedenclosure,flowinggas, stationarygas, boundary
layer, or surfacecoating. These values of Z have alreadycalculatedIn
Part I of thls report. Rememberthat many of these values are dependenton
the parametersof the design and shouldbe recalculatedwhen anotherdesign Is
involved.
Beforewe leave the subjectof Y and T' independence,we thoughtIt
wlse to derive the effectivevalue of Z by a formal route at least once. We
have chosen to do thls for the evacuatedenclosure. Startingwlth equation
(39), one Insertsthe analyticalexpressionsfor the W's from equations(4)
and (13). The resultantequationfollows:
W(J,I) = a P(J,I) sqr(M(J))A(h)/(A(s). A(h)) (50)
Equation(50) is written in the form for a multlcomponent,multlphasessystem.
The total contributionof the jth componentfrom all the phases is obtained
by using equation(ll) and the total contributionof all the componentscan be
computed vla equation(7). But for our model materials,Re and TaC, we need
consider only one componentand one phase, so that we can drop the I and J
in equation(50). Note that in subsequentequationswhere i and J are not
specified,one merely has to insertthe i and J inside to parenthesesin
order to considera multlcomponentand multlphasesystem.
Equation(50) withoutthe J and i is not much differentthan equation
(13); for the reslstoJetwith a very small hole area wlth respectto the in-
side area, the correctionintroducedby equation(50) is insignificant. How-
ever, when the hole area is relativelysignificant,equation(50) should be
used.
It followsfrom equatlon (50_ that W for Re Is l.TxlO-9 g/cm2 sec
and W for TaC is 1.87xlO-° g/cm_ sec. From these numbersand equation
(5), Z for Re is found to be 0.0025 and Z for TaC Is also 0.0025. These
are the same value calculatedwhen the effect of the evacuatedenclosurewas
assumed to be the sole rate-controlllngstep (eq. (14)).
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For the cases of the evacuated enclosure, flowlng gas, and stationary
gas, the values of Z obtatned by ustng equatton (42) should be referred to
as average values, Z(av), because the actual Z values can be functions of
Y. Froma practical point of v_ew, we are interested t n only one Y post-
tlon, the place where vaporization ls the greatest because that position
determines the 11fe of the entire tube. However, first one must determine the
value of Y for which the vaporization rate Is a maximum.
Dependenceon Y for evacuated enclosure. - If the pressure caused by
the vaporizing gas were hlgh so that there would be conslderable collisions
between molecules, one could treat the present problem wlth diffusion theory.
However, at the low pressures involved, a vaporized molecule wtll etther extt
through the hole or collide with the wall of the tube somewhere. Starting
wlth this model and the concept that the direction of a molecule Is random,
the fraction of vaporizing molecules that extt through the hole ls equal to
the soltd angle that the hole makes wtth a stngle molecule dtvtded by the to-
tal solld angle. Thus,
W(Y) = W (1 - cos(arctan(R'/(L - Y))))/2
= a Z P(v) sqr (M)(I - cos(arctan(R/(L - Y))))/2 (51)
where W and Z refer to the steps which are being coupled with the enclo-
sure step. It follows that
Z(Y) = Z (1 - cos(arctan(R'/(L - Y))))/2 (52)
Whenone Is deallng with normal vaporization, Z = 1. Equations (51) and (52)
give the rate of vaporization per unit area of the Inside surface of the tube
as a function of Y, the distance from the entrance. The value of Z(Y) Is
plotted as a function of Y In figure 9. One can see that most of the vapor-
Izatlon occurs near the exit of the tube. Thus, the lifetime of the tube Is
determined by the value of Z(Y) at the exit (0.5). The value of Z(Y) _s
greatest at the extt because the molecules near the extt possess a larger sol-
ld angle of escape. At a posltlon 1 cm from the exlt the value has dropped
over two orders from Its value at the exit; Z(entrance) = 6.2x10 -6. By sum-
mlng Z over the length L and dlvldlng by L, we found the average value
of Z to be 0.00249 as comparedwlth 0.0025 given In equation (14). If the
enclosure were not circular or uniform, equations (51) and (52) are still ap-
plicable with R' belng the effective radius at the exit.
Flowlnq matrlx gas. - The coupllng of a vaporization step wlth the flow-
Ing matrix gas step can also be considered to be a function of Y. At the
entrance of the tube, we can postulate that the matrix gas Is free of vapor-
lzed material. It follows that thts Is also the location where the rate of
vaporization Is expected to be the greatest. At the exlt hole, the matrix gas
Is expected to be nearly saturated with the volattle species, and so here the
rate of vaporization should be the least. No longer Is equatlon (17) valid:
W ts no longer proportional to F(Y). Instead, the value of W should be
added to the value of F(Y) as one proceeds from the entrance to the exit of
the reslstoJet tube in the following manner.
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dF(Y) = W A(surface area of a dY thick sltce)/A(cross section)
or
dF(Y)/dY= 2 W _ R'/_ R'2 = 2W/R'
= 2 a Z (P(v) - P(Y)) sqr(M)/R' (53)
where W and Z In equation (53) refer to the step being coupledwith the
flowinggas step, dF(Y)/dY is the gradientof the vaporizedspeciesflux
parallelto the lengthof the tube, and Y Is the distance from the entrance
of the tube. Note that P(Y) can no longer be consideredto be zero but Is
the partialpressureof the vaporizedspeciesIn the matrix gas. Moreover,It
Is a functionof Y. Equation(16) Is again valid for F(Y). Combiningequa-
tion (16) and (53), followedby integration,gives an expressionfor P(Y).
Then vla equation(3), one can obtain
W(Y) = a Z P(v) sqr(M) exp(-Y R'Z sqr(2_/bM)/F')
= 0.842 Z P(v) sqr(M) exp(-225Y Z/sqr(M)) (54)
The correspondingvalue of Z(Y) would be the exponentialfactor times Z.
Z(Y) = Z exp(-Y R'Z sqr(2_/bM)/F')
= Z exp(-225Y Z/sqr(M)) (55)
When the step being coupledto the flowinggas step Is normal vaporiza-
tion, Z = I. By using the valuesof the parametersgiven before,the values
of Z(Y) are plottedas a functionof Y In figure lO for both Re and TaC.
At Y = L, Z(Y) Is lO-72 for Re and lO-163 for TaC; W(Y) Is lO-78
g/cm2 sec for Re and lO-166 g/cm2 sec for TaC. Thus, insignificant
vaporizationoccurs at the exit. Most of the vaporizationtakes place close
to the entrance;here Z(Y) = l, and W(Y) = W(nv). Therefore,the lifetime
of a reslstoJettube should be governedby the lifetimeof its entrance;thls
is the rate for normal vaporization. Our earliercalculationsgave T"(Re) =
42 hr and T"(TaC) = 5.6 sec. It Is also interestingto comparethe present
findingswlth those for an evacuatedtube. In an evacuatedtube, the vapor-
izationIs greatestat its exit (fig. 9; eq. (52)) while for one wlth gas
flow, the rate is greatestat its entrance(fig. lO; eq. (55)).
For tubes wlth cross sectionswhich are either nonuniformor nonclrcular,
the values of A In equations(16) and (53) may be expressedin terms of Y.
For most cases, the resultantequationsare difficultto integrate. However,
equations(54) and (55) may always be used as an approximation. Regardlessof
the shape of the tube, the vaporizationrate In a flowinggas-lsothermalsys-
tem does decrease as one proceeds from the entrance to the exit of the tube.
This dependenceof vaporizationupon distancealong the tube suggestsa method
for decreasingthe actual vaporizationof the tube. If a sacrificialsample
of material is placedat the entranceof the tube, the matrix gas could become
saturatedwith the vaporizedspecies,thus inhibitingvaporizationof the tube
material,itself. For TaC and other carbides,the sacrificialmaterial could
be carbon.
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The average value of Z over the length of the tube can be obtained via
equation (56) which was obtained by summingequation (55) over Y and then by
dividing by L.
Z(av) : (sqr(M)/225L) (l - exp(-225 L/sqr(M)))
= sqr(M)/225L (56)
The respectivevalues of Z(av) for Re and TaC are 0.00607and 0.00267. As
expected,these are identicalto the values obtainedearliervla equation(18).
Stationarymatrix gas. - When dependenceon Y is considered,one must
start wlth the gaseousdiffusionequationIn a form similarto equation(28).
F(Y) = -b M D(g) dP(Y)/dY (57)
where F(Y) Is the flow of the vaporizingspeciesin the Y direction. This
value of F(Y) Is also relatedto P(Y) by equation(53). Combiningthese
two equationsresultsIn a second-orderdifferentialequation. However,It Is
readilyintegratedand boundaryconditionsare easily assigned: the pressure
of the volatilespeciesat L Is taken to be zero. Thus,
cosh(Y sQr(Z sQr(2/b_M)/R'D(q)))
(P(v) - P(Y))/P(v)= cosh(L sqr(Z sqr(2/b_M)/R'D(g))) (58)
Vla equations(3) and (5)
W(Y) a Z P(v) sqr(M) cosh(Y sqr(Z sqr(2/b_M)/R'D(q)))
= cosh(L sqr(Z sqr(2/b_M)/R'D(g))) (59)
where Z again refersto the step coupledwith the stationarygas step. By
using equation (6),
Z(Y) = Z cosh(Y sqr(Z sqr(2/b_M)/R'D(g)))/cosh(L sqr(Z sqr(2/b_M)/R'D(g)))
= Z exp((Y - L) (sqr(Z sqr(2/b_M)/R'D(g)))
= Z exp(537 (Y - L) sqr(Z)) (60)
The last form of equation (60) holds for TaC, if no chemical reactionIs In-
volved. When the other step Is normal vaporization,Z = l. For thls case,
calculatedvalues of Z(Y) are plotted In figure lO. The vaporizationbehav-
ior Is similarto that for an enclosureIn that the rate is greatest at the
exit (Z(Y) = l) and nll everywhereelse. Thus, the lifetimeof the tube
equals the lifetimepredictedfor normal vaporization. At the entranceof the
tube, Z(Re) = lO-1545 and Z(TaC)= lO-2330. For nonuniformand noncircu-
far tubes, correctionscould be made In equation (53) by expressing R' In as
a function of Y.
The average value of Z can be obtainedby summingequation (60) over
the length of the tube, L, and then dividingby L. The result is
Z(av) = I/(2L sqr(Z sqr(2/b_M)/R'D(g))) (61)
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The values for Re and TaC are 1.4xlO -4 and 9.3x10 -5, respectively. As
should be the case, these are less than Z(max), 0.0025, calculated with the
assumption that diffusion through the stationary matrix gas was the sole rate-
controlling step.
Otffuston/lncongruent vaporization. - The coupling of vaporization with
solid state diffusion controlled incongruent vaporization requires special
treatment. One begins wtth equation (33) but has to set different boundary
conditions. Wewtll use two different models. In Model 1, the vaporization
rate of the carbon trlmer is assumed to be proportional to the cube of the
surfaceconcentrationof carbon,and the rate of vaporizationof the carbon
monomer to be proportionalto the first power of its concentrationas in
equation(47).
W(ef) = Z W(nv) = Z (C'3 W(C3) + C' W(C)) (62)
where Z is the value for the step that is being coupledwlth dlffuslon/
incongruentvaporlzatlon. For normal vaporization Z = I. This boundarycon-
dition makes integrationof equation(33) difficultso that thecalculatlons
were made via a variablefinite differencemethod. The computerprogramis
given in table I(b); the programneed only be run until F(r) becomesless
than 0.5.
In Model 2, we assume that the rates of vaporizationof both the carbon
trlmer and the carbonmonomerare proportionalto the first power of the car-
bon surfaceconcentration. Thls boundaryconditionallows easy solutionof
equation (33) (ref. 7, p. 56). For planar diffusionand wlth our symbolism,
O0
F(r) = 2E2 _ exp(-B(n)2 D(s) T'/S)/B(n)2 (B(n)2 + E2 + E) (63)
n=O
and
(x}
Z(ef) = C' : 2E _ (-B(n)2 D(s) T'/S)/(B(n)2 . E2 . E) (64)
n=O
where
B(n) tan B(n) = E (65)
and
E = Z E(nv) = Z S W(nv)/D D(s) = a Z S P(v) sqr(M)/DD(s) (66)
The Z again refers to the value for the step being coupledwlth dlffuslon/
incongruentvaporization. When the step is normal vaporization,Z = I. The
computerprogramfor Model 2 is given in table I(c).
The values of F(r) for Models l and 2 are plotted in figure 6 as a
functionof the square root of time. The curves indicateroughlyparabolic
dependence. At all times, the valuesof F(r) are greaterthan those
predictedby Model O. This is in accord wlth our earliercommentthat the
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effective rate of two combinedseries steps ts always less than either one
alone. Fromfigure 6, the value of T" for Model 2 is 179 sec, not muchmore
than that for Rode10 (T" = 162 sec). However,T" for Rode11 Is 309 sec,
definitely greater. Thus, one sees that the value of T" increases wlth the
order of the vaporization step; rememberthat the order for Model 0 Is zero.
Plots of Z(ef) tn figure 7 confirm the fact that the vaporization rate for
Rode10 Is the greatest, the rate for Rode12 ts sltghtly less, and the rate
for Model 1 Is the least. For Models1 and 2, carbon concentration proftles
(not tncluded in thts report) were found to be stmtlar to those for Rode10
(fig. 8). Moreover, the half lives for Models1 and 2 were both found to be
proportional to the square of the thickness, S, of the reststoJet tube. One
can again calculate via equation (36) a value of Z' (a pseudovalues for
Z). The value of Z' for Rode11 Is 0.018; that for Rode12 Is 0.0031.
Chemicalvaporization. - Equation (38) can be used to give the value of
Z(ef) for the coupltng of normal vaporization with chemical vaporization.
Theseare parallel steps. The resultant value of Z(total) for TaC ts,
therefore, 578. No chemical reaction Is presumedfor Re; therefore, Z(total)
would be unity.
Coupling Chemical Vaporization With Other Steps
Coupling independent of Y and T'. - Because Z(cs) >> 1, coupling of
chemical vaporization Is similar to the coupling of normal vaporization. In
other words, the rate of chemical vaporization Is slowed down by the other
steps. This in turn allows the chemical reaction involved to proceed closer
to equilibrium, and the equatlons used will therefore have greater validity.
To avoid the difficulty of defining Z values tn equation (48), we begin as
follows:
Z(ef) = W(ef)/W(nv)= W(ss)/W(nv) (67)
Rememberthat "ss" refersto the sloweststep. In the calculationof W(ss),
one uses the P, M, and M' for chemicallyformed speciesrather than for the
normallyformed species. Thus, for a stationarymatrix gas
Z(ef) = Z(ss) P(cs) M'(cs)/P(nv)sqr(M(nv)M(cs))
= z(ss)z(cs) (68)
Remember Z(cs) = 577. For a flowingmatrix gas and the boundary layer ef-
fect, equation (67) leads to
Z(ef) = Z(ss) P(cs) M(cs)/P(nv)M(nv) (69)
For TaC, this Is approximatelythe same as equation(68). Howeverfor the
couplingof coating, Z(ef) = Z(ss) becausediffusionthrougha coating Is
independentof the values of P and M of the substratematerial. Thus,
Z(cs + flowinggas) 1.54; Z(cs + boundarylayer) = 16.1; Z(cs + stationary -
gas)-= 1.44 and Z(cs + coating)= 1.43xlO-6. The values of Z for the
flowinggas and the stationarygas are expectedto be functionsof Y. Thus,
the values Just given are only averagevalues.
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Flowing gas. - To determine Z(Y) as a function of Y, the first form of
equatlon (55) can be used. The Z for C2H2 In this equation ls taken as
577 (Z(cs)) and M as 24.02 (M'(C2)). The values of Z(Y) from thls
equation are plotted in figure 10 as a function of Y. One sees that wtth
chemical vaporization as well as with normal vaporization, the greatest vapor-
tzatton rate occurs near the entrance of the tube. At tts exit, the vaporiza-
tion rate is nil while at the entrance, the rate Is equal to the rate for
chemical vaporization alone (Z(Y) = 577). The value of Z(Y) for CH4 ts
small, 2.8, with respect to the Z(Y) for C2H2 at Y = O, but It falls
off less rapidly with Y (eq. (55)). It ts interesting to note that except
for small Y values, the rate of vaporization of C3 exceeds that of
C2H2 because the matrix gas becomesmore quickly saturated wtth C2H2
than with C3. Again from the practical standpoint, the ltfettme ts still
controlled by the llfetlme at the entrance, and the dependence of Z(ef) on
Y is of secondary importance.
As in the case of normal vaporization, corrections in the equation can be
made for nonclrcular and nonuniform diameter tubes. Also, chemical vaporlza-
tton could be inhibited by placing a sacrificial vaporizing material such as
carbon at the entrance to the tube. This would saturate the matrix gas wtth
C2H2 and prevent the chemical vaporization of the tube itself.
Stationary matrix gas. - Via equation (60), one finds the dependence of
Z(Y) on Y. The Z In thts equation Is Z(cs), 577; the M is M'(C2),
24.02 g/mole. The calculated values of Z(Y) are plotted in figure 10. At
the exit of the tube Z(Y) Is 577. It Is nll everywhereelse, being lO-2104
at the entrance. The llfe of the tube is controlledby the llfe of the exit.
Diffuslon/Incongruentvaporization.- To couple chemicalvaporization
wlth thls step, we return to Models l and 2. The correspondingmodels that
includethis chemicalvaporizationcontributionare referredto, respectively,
as Models Xl and X2. The boundaryconditionfor Model Xl Is obtained by modl-
fylng equatlon(62) to read
W = C'2W(C2H2) + C' W(CH4) . C'3 W(C3) + C' W(C) (70)
In equation(70), the first two terms glve the chemicalcontributionwhile the
last two which are relativelyinsignificantgive the normal vaporizationcon-
tribution. For Model X2, equation(64) may be used by settingvalue of Z In
equation (66) equal to 577 and M equal to 24.02.
The values of F(r) and Z(ef) for Models Xl and X2 can be calculated
via the programsin table I. The valuesare plotted respectivelyIn figures 6
and 7. The curves correspondvery closelyto the respectivecurves for Model
O. This means that the vaporizablespeciesis vaporizingas soon as it is
formed on the surface;it is due to the high vapor pressureof the chemically
formed species. Rapid vaporizationis the chief postulateof Model O. The
fact that the chemicalvaporizationrate does not exceed the rate predictedby
Model 0 emphasizesthat Model 0 predictsthe fastestrate possiblefor the
process If controlledby solid state diffusion.
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Other Interactions wtth the Diffusion/Incongruent Vaporization Step
Coupling Independent of Y. - Again we begin with Models 1 and 2. To
Incorporate other rate-controlling steps Into these models, we again modify
the boundary conditions. The boundary condition for Model 1 Involves the def-
lnltlon of W. Equation (62) glves the deslred condition If Z Is the Z
value for the particular step being coupled with dIffuslon/lncongruent vapor-
tzatIon. For models derived from Model 2, the value of E (eq. (66)) deter-
mines the boundary conditions. The Z tn this equation Is the Z for the
step being coupled with diffusion/Incongruent vaporization. To distinguish
these models from the original one, we refer to the ones Including the bound-
ary layer contribution as Models B1 and B2. Those Including the surface coat-
tng, we call C1 and C2; those Including the evacuated enclosure, E1 and E2;
and those for a flow gas, F1 and F2. Because the value of Z for the sta-
tionary gas Is the same as the Z for the evacuated enclosure, Models E1 and
E2 will be used to represent the stationary gas effect.
The basic computer programs tn table I can again be used to calculate the
value of F(r) and Z. These calculated values are plotted as a function of
time, T', In figures ll and 12, respectively. In all the cases at a specified
time, the carbon concentration F(r) for the coupling of rates Is greater
than that predicted for normal vaporization (fig. 6). Eventually, the carbon
concentration for all models will go to zero. From figure 11, we can obtain
the values of T" for the different models. The values Of T" are as fol-
lows: Model B1 (boundary layer)4 1200 sec (20 mtn); Model B2, 470 sec (7.8
mIn); Model C1 (coating), 1.2xlO / sec (139 days); Model C2 (coating),_
5.1xlO ° sec (59 days); Model E1 (evac. enclosure or sta. gas), 7.6x103 sec
(2.1 hr); E2 (evac. enclosure or sta. gas), 3.3x103 sec (0.92 hr); Model F1
(flowing gas), 7.1xlO 3 sec (2.0 hr); and Model F2 (flowing gas), 3.1xlO 3
sec (0.86 hr). In all these cases, the value of T" for the models (B1, C1,
etc.) Involving third-order dependence on concentration ts over 2 times larger
than that for the corresponding models (B2, C2, etc.) Involving first-order
ktnettc dependence. The values of Z via equation (36) are: 0 0047 for B1
O.Ollg for B2, 4.7x10 -7 for C1, 1.1xlO -6 for C2, 7.4x10 -4 for Ell
1.7X10 -3 for E2, 7.9x10 -4 for F1, and 1.8x10 -3 for F2.
In three of these coupling conditions (evacuated enclosure, flowlng gas,
and stationary gas) the values of Z(ef) are expected to be a function of
Y. Thus values of Z(ef) obtained vta Models El, E2, F1, and F2 are only av-
erage values. For the flowing gas, the value of Z at the entrance Is great-
er than the average Z from either Model F1 or F2. And for the stationary
gas and evacuated enclosure, the Z at the exit ts greater than the average
Z from either Model E1 or E2. Wew111 discuss the dependence of Z on Y In
the next section.
Evacuated enclosure. - The coupling with the evacuated enclosure Is a
relatively stmple problem to treat as a function of Y. We shall call the
Models E'I and E'2. The boundary condition for Model E'I Is obtained by set-
tlng Z tn equation (52) equal to one, and substituting the value of Z(Y)
from equation (52) for the value of Z tn the boundary condition (eq. (62)).
This results In a boundary condition equation which ts dependent on Y.
W = W(nv) (l - cos(arctan(R'/(L - Y))))/2 (71)
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The boundary condition for Model E'2 ts obtatned by setting the Z tn equa-
tion (51) equal to untty and substituting the value of Z(ef) for the value
of Z _n the boundary condition _n equatton (66).
E = E(nv) (1 - cos(arctan(R'/(L - Y))))/2 (72)
The calculations vta the programs tn table I yleld F(r,Y), the average carbon
concentration at a posltton Y along the tube (enclosure). Calculated values
of F(r,Y) and Z for Model E'2 are plotted as a functton of T' In figures
13 and 14, respectively. We have also plotted the result from Models E1 and
E2 _n these ftgures for comparison. The values obtained for Model E2 corres-
pond roughly to a Y value of 9. To prevent a cluttered graph, the values
for Model E'I are not plotted. The values for Model E'I vary from those for
Model E'2 tn roughly the samemanner as those for Model E2 vary from Model
El. From a more detailed graph than that g_ven _n f_gure 13, we obtatned the
values of T" as a function of Y and have plotted them In figure 15. This
figure gives a vtvld ptcture of how the relative 11fettme vartes along the
tube. Except for portlons of the tube near the exit, values of T" are rela-
tively large, but the 11fe of a tube must be Judged by shortest ]tfettme of
any of tts parts.
Flow_nq matrtx gas. - The Y dependence of the coupllng of the diffusion/
Incongruent vaporization step wtth the existence of a flowtng matrlx gas Is
relatively complicated. A two dimensional computer program would result which
would be difficult to run tn a reasonable ttme on a small computer. Moreover,
the two dlmenstona] results would be difficult to Illustrate In graphtc form.
In addltton, the calculation tn most cases would be only of academlc tnterest
because all we should be _nterested tn ts the ]_fettme of the entrance whtch
has already been shownto be the postt_on of shortest lifetime. The curves
for Models O, l, and 2 tn f_gure 7 can be used to _11ustrate the vaporization
at the entrance as a function of time.
Instead of setting up a rtgorous model to determine the dependence of Z
on Y, we set up a crude model. Wewtll not bother the reader with the calcu-
lations or plots. Thts model shows that at the beginning, the greatest vapor-
tzatton rate extsts at the entrance. But as tlme proceeds, this reglon ts
depleted of carbon. Thus, the posttton with the greatest vaporlzatlon rate
proceeds wlth ttme along the tube. The posttton of the maxlmumrate Is rough-
ly proportional to the tlme. Except for very short ttmes the vaporization
proftle relattve to the position of maxtmumvaporization does not change much
w_th time. In other words, the vaporization proftle proceeds along the tube
In a slow stngle pulse fashton.
Stationary matrtx gas. - A stmtlar result would be expected for the Y
dependence w_th a stationary matrix gas, except the maxtmumrate would beg_n
at the exit of the tube and proceed toward the entrance wlth time In a slow
slngle pulse manner. The dependence on tlme of Z at the exlt for the sta-
tionary gas can be depicted by the curves for Models O, 1, and 2 tn flgure 7.
Coupling of Surface Coating
Coupltng _ndependent of Y. - Four steps that can couple wtth the coating
(ct) have not yet been discussed: gaseous boundary layer, evacuated enc]o-
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sure, flow matrtx gas, and stationary matrtx gas. In a11 these cases the
value of Z ts much greater than the Z for the surface coattng so that the
value of Z(ef) = Z_ct). Therefore equatlon (32) ls directly applicable; for
Re, Z(ef) = 1.6x10 -a, and for TaC, Z(ef) = 1.43x10 -6. Note that Z(ct)
Is based on many hypotheses and an assumedvalue for the thickness of the
coattng. Also, remember that no coatlng ts contemplated for the reslstoJet.
Coupling dependent on Y. - The equations that can be used have already
been presented. For coupllng wlth the enclosure one uses equatton (52); for
coupllng with a flowing gas, equatlon (55); and for a statlonary gas, equatlon
(60). In all these equations, the Z Is the one for the surface coating.
The calculated values of Z(Y,Re) and Z(Y,TaC) for the enclosure are plot-
ted tn flgure 9, those for the flowing gas are given In ftgure 16, and those
for the stationary gas are gtven tn figure 17.
Because the Z for the surface coatlng effect ts qutte small, the varia-
tion of Z(Y) with Y Is small tn somecases, particularly for the statlon-
ary matrix gas. Nevertheless, for the stationary gas as well as for the evac-
uated enclosure, the value of Z(Y) Is always somewhatgreater at the exit
than at the entrance, and the Z(Y) for the flowtng gas ts always somewhat
greater at the entrance than at the extt. However, thts variation for Z(TaC)
cannot be seen In flgures 16 and 17 due to the scale of the graph.
In al1 these cases, we are Interested primarily In the maximumvalue of
Z(Y) whtch we have Just discussed; the maxlmumrate determines the life of
the entire tube. It Is at the entrance for the flowing gas and Is at the exit
for the stationary gas where Z(Y) = Z(ct). The maxtmumvalue at the exlt for
the evacuated enclosure; Z(Y) = Z(ct)/2. From Part I, Z(ct,Re) = 1.43x10 -3
and Z(ct,TaC) = 1.6x10 -o. If a coatlng exlsts, the life of the tube Is
always controlled by the dlffuslon through It and not by the steps Involving
an evacuate enclosure, a stationary gas, or aflowtng gas.
Coupllng Involving the Boundary Layer
Couplings Independent of Y. - In the case of coupllng the boundary layer
effect with a flowing gas and a statlonary gas, we find that the Z for the
boundary layer Is larger than the other two. If a much larger thickness were
assumedfor the boundary layer, this would not be true. However, wtth our
assumptions, Z(av) Is equal to Z for the process belng coupled wtth the
boundary layer effect. For the coupling with the flowlng gas, Z(av,Re) =
0.00607, and Z(av,TaC) = 0.00267. For coupling with the stationary gas,
Z(max) = 0.0025 for both Re and TaC.
Coupling dependent on Y. -Agatn, we can use equatlons (55) and (60)
respectlvely for the coupllng of the boundary layer effect wlth the flowing
matrlx gas and with the stationary matrix gas. The Z used Is the Z for
the boundary layer (B1) diffusion. The calculated values for Re and TaC are
plotted respectively tn figures 16 and 17. As In the other examples of
coupling, Z(Y) for the flowing gas ls greatest at the entrance; It Is equal
to Z(bl). The Z(Y) for the stationary gas Is greatest at the exit where It
Is also equal to Z(bl). Again, the life of the tube In a flowing gas Is de-
termined by the llfe of Its entrance and the life In a stationary gas ts
determlned by the ltfe of the tube's exlt. In both cases, the value of
Z(max) ls set by the value of Z(bl).
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PART III: PRACTICALCONSIDERATIONSIN ISOTHERMALSYSTEMS
In Part IV, we will see that the existenceof a thermalgradient in a
practicalsystem can tremendouslyinfluencethe vaporizationrate of the ma-
terials involved. Beforewe get into the variationsthat a temperaturegradi-
ent gives rise to, we desire to discussthe practicalaspectsof a purely iso-
thermal system becausesome practicalsystemsmay have to be consideredas
isothermal.
Part II has shown us that for isothermalsystems,equationscan be de-
rived for the case of coupledkineticsteps. We limitedour discussionof
such equationto two-stepprocessesto preventverbosenessin the presentation.
•As we will see in the followingdiscussion,couplingtwo step is generally
sufficientfor a particularproblem. Couplingof all the steps presentedis
never needed,and some combinationsof steps cannot be coupledtogether. For
example,a flowinggas effect cannot be coupledto an evacuatedenclosureef-
fect. Now that we have examinedthe equationsfor the singleand double step
processes,we are in a positionin Part III to see which steps are really im-
portantfor an isothermalproblem.
A Look at the KineticSteps
Enclosures.- For this discussion,one can group togetherall the steps
that are concernedwith an enclosure;these includethe evacuatedenclosure,
and an enclosurewith either a flowingor stationarygas. As we have seen,
each of these steps add a dependenceupon Y. However,the llfe of the con-
tainer (tube) is determinedby the shortestlifetimeof any part of tube.
Moreover,this shortestlifetimeis not dependenton the existenceor dimen-
sions of the tube or other enclosure. Thus, the existenceof an enclosure
whether evacuatedor containinga matrix gas has essentiallyno effect on the
effectivelifetimeof the tube. One has to consideronly the positionof the
maximum rate of vaporizationwhich is either at the entranceor exit depending
upon the specificconditions. Remember,we are discussingan isothermalsys-
tem. The existenceof a temperaturegradientgreatlyaffects the calculations
in systemsinvolvingenclosures.
Vaporizationper se. - We may make anothergroupingof kinetic steps.
Normal vaporizationand chemicalvaporizationfall into a common category.
They are parallelsteps and thus do not interactwith each other. Also, chem-
ical vaporizationinteractswith every other step in the same manner as the
normal vaporizationstep. The effectiverate of their combinationis merely
the sum of their individualrates. Moreover,one of the two steps is general-
ly more importantthan the other so that one can generallyignore one of these
two parallel steps. For Re, chemicalvaporizationcan be ignored. For TaC,
normal vaporizationcan be ignored. But in any vaporizationproblem,one of
these two processesmust be considered. Even when a coatingmakes the vapor-
izationstep of the substrateunimportant,the vaporizationof the coating
itself must be consideredas discussedin the next paragraph.
Coating.- For the reslstoJet,no coatingis contemplated. In order for
a coatingto increasethe llfe of the system,the coatingwould have to have a
vapor pressurelower than that of the substrate. However,if it had such a
low pressure,then the tube should probablybe made from the coatingmaterial.
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Even if a coatingwere used in a particularsituation,the importantvaporiza-
tion problemwould probably involvethe vaporizationof the coatingand not
the loss of substratevia diffusionthroughthe coating. Nevertheless,a
coatingcan certainlybe used to shield from vaporizationa very volatilema-
terial that has to be present in the system. Rememberthat our earliercalcu-
lationsshow that a coatingcan be quite effectivein inhibitingthe
vaporizationrate of a substrate.
Diffuslon/Incongruentvaporization.- If the material under consideration
vaporizesIncongruently,then this would always be an importantstep to con-
sider in the overallprocess. If the vaporizationis congruent(e.g., Re),
considerationof this step does not arise.
Boundary layer.- In any systemwith a flowingmatrix gas, a boundary
layer should exist and have the effect of inhibitingthe rate of vaporization
as seen earlier. Thus, this effect should indeedbe consideredin the calcu-
lation of vaporizationrates for the reslstoJetconcept. Only for concepts
involvingvaporizationinto vacuum or very low pressure,should consideration
of the boundary layer belgnored.
Applicationto the ReslstoJet
Use of Re. - By reflectionon the above discussion,one can see that the
steps we should considerare normal vaporizationand diffusionthroughthe
boundary layer (bl). The value of Z for this combinationhas alreadybeen
determined;Z_bl) = 0.0607 for a 0.005 cm thick boundary layer. Thus, W =
4.2x10-B g cm_/secat the entrance of the tube. More accurate calcula-
tions can be made if a more accurate value of the boundarylayer thicknessis
known. At 665 hr (2B days, value of T") for a O.O1 cm thick tube at tempera-
ture, we predictthat half the thicknessof the tube at the entrancewill be
evaporated. The llfe of Re can be extended still more by the use of the sac-
rlflcalmaterialdiscussedearlier in this report.
In a practicalproblem,one must also look at more than the time during
which the tube is full of gas and is at the temperatureof operation. Of
course,when the tube is at room temperaturethe vaporizationrate is nil.
However,during the heatingand cooling time, the tube may not always contain
a matrix gas. The rate of vaporizationfor such periodsis determinedby the
normal vaporizationrate of the materialwhich at temperatureis faster by a
factor of 1/Z(bl)than the rate for when the boundarylayer of a matrix gas is
present. As long as the time at temperaturewith no gas is small with respect
to the time with the matrix gas, one need not be concernedwith this situation
for the reslstoJet. Also, to our advantageis the fact that without the ma-
trix gas, the most rapid vaporizationrate occursat a differentpart of the
tube, the exit.
As far as vaporizationis concerned,Re appearsto be a very good candi-
date for the exit tube of the reslstoJetand other extremelyhigh temperature
devices, especiallyin situationswhere chemical reactivitycan be ignored.
Use of TaC. - For an evaluationof the vaporizationbehaviorof TaC, one
should considerthe vaporizationmode itselfto be chiefly chemicalvaporiza-
tion in nature. Incongruentvaporizationis also an importantstep as well as
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diffusionthroughthe gaseousboundarylayer. In the treatmentof this prob-
lem, we will restrictourselvesto a modificationof Model l, which we believe
is closer to realitythan a variationof Model 2. We will refer to the model
as Model X'l. The boundaryconditionis a variationof equatlon(70).
W(ef) : Z(C'2 W(C2H2) + C' W(CH4) . C'3 W(C3) + C' W(C)) (73)
The value of Z would be that for the boundarylayer effect. The program in
table I(b) can again be used.
The calculatedvaluesare shown in figure18. From this figure, the
half-llfe,T", of TaC is 192 sec under these conditions. This is the time
requiredfor the average compositionof the TaC at the entranceto decrease to
Ta2C. This value of Ig2 sec is not long enough for TaC to be consideredas
a candidatefor the exit tube of the reslstoJet. Moreover,the surfacecon-
centrationat the entrancereaches50 percentdepletionin about 2 us (fig.
18) and over 97 percentdepletionat 192 sec, the value of T". At these de-
grees of depletion,the chemicaland physicalpropertiesof the materialare
no longer that of TaC. Thus, the value of T" does not representthe llfe-
time of the physicalproperties. Such a lifetimemay be much less.
There are stillother factorsto consider. Many of the commentsmade for
the Re also holds for the TaC. Thus, the rate of vaporizationis different
during the heatingand coolingperiodswhen no matrix gas is present. How-
ever, for TaC at temperaturewith no matrix gas, the net rate of vaporization
per time incrementwill be less because rapid chemicalreactionwill not occur.
Becausewe may also apply the principleof sacrificialmaterial in the case of
TaC, the rate of vaporizationof the TaC tube, itself,could be decreasedcon-
siderablyas we have mentionedseveraltimes before. Thus, the possibleuse
of TaC in the reslstoJetdependsupon whetherand how much sacrificialmateri-
al such as carbon could be incorporatedinto the design of the reslstoJet.
One must also rememberthat in our calculationswe have assumedthat the
chemical reactionswent to completion. We have assumedthe worst situation.
Under the conditionsof the reslstoJet,chemicalvaporizationmight not occur
at all. This can only be determinedby experiment. It has been reported
(ref. lO) that under a statichydrogenat a half atmosphere,no reactionbe-
tween TaC and H2 could be detected. Even if no reactionoccurs the value
of T" (ModelBl) would only be 20 mln, far less than the value for Re.
PART IV: EFFECTOF A TEMPERATUREGRADIENT
Importanceof a TemperatureGradient
In Part IV we shall see that the existenceof a temperaturegradient in a
systemmay be one of the most importantfactorsthat should be consideredfor
some vaporlz_ngsystems,particularlythat of the reslstoJet. Becausethe
existencea temperaturegradientdoes not constitutea kineticstep, discus-
sion up to this time has been concernedwith only a single temperature. For
single kineticsteps, the existenceof a temperaturegradientwould merely
mean that the rate of vaporizationwould be differentat differentlocations.
This is particularlyevidentif we considernormal vaporization. The vapor-
izationrate would vary in an exponentialmanner with the absolutetemperature,
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but vaporization at one point in space would have no effect upon the vaporiza-
tion at another point in space.
However, In somecases involving coupling of kinetlc steps, the vaportza-
tion rate at one location in space can have an effect upon the rate at another
location. This arises from the interaction of two relationships: (1) the
vaporization rate is proportional to the difference between the vapor pressure,
P(v), and the partial pressure, P(Y), of the vaporized species In the matrix
gas; and (2) the value of P(Y) can be affected by the value of P(v) else-
where In the system where the temperature can be different. (If P(Y) were
greater than P(v) in somecooler location, condensation would even occur).
However, the interaction can only occur in somestep Involving an enclosed
system. In an evacuated enclosure, the interaction does not occur because
P(Y) = O. Moreover for the case of a stationary matrix gas in an enclosure, a
temperature gradient should not affect the vaporization at the exit where
P(Y) = O. And it is here where the vaporization rate Is the greatest, and
thus this is the place that determines the lifetime of the entire tube.
Therefore, when evaluating the effect of a thermal gradient, we need con-
sider only the coupling of the flowtng matrix gas In an enclosure with other
relevant kinetic steps. This, of course, is the situation existing In the
reststoJet and tn manyother practical systems.
Introductlon of the Temperature Gradient Effect
Many of the parameters used tn this report are dependent on the tempera-
ture of the material. The existence of the coefficient of expansion makes one
realize that even the radius of the tube is a function of the temperature.
The use of all of the temperature dependent terms would becomecumbersomeand
quite involved. Luckily, most of the dependencies on temperature can be ig-
nored because they are insignificant comparedwith the dependence of the vapor
pressure on temperature; this is exponential in nature. The vapor pressure of
a substance ls theoretically related to the absolute temperature as follows:
P(v) = kI exp (-k2/T) (74)
where the k's are constantsfor the elementor compoundunder consideration.
To permit easier mathematicaltreatmentwe have approximatedequation(74) as
follows:
P(v) = k1 exp(k 3 T) (75)
This is permitted because we are interested in only relatively small differ-
ences in temperature. Because the temperature dependence of the vapor pres-
sure of Re and the C_ component of TaC are similar (refer to the slopes of
the curves In fig. 2_, k3 in equation (75) can be approximated to be the
same value for both, 0.012 reciprocal degrees. If a uniform temperature gra-
dient, G', is assumed to exist along the reststoJet tube, the vapor pressure
can easily be expressed as function of Y.
P(v,Y) = P(v,2773) exp(O.O12 G' (Y - L)) (76)
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where G' ls tn units of degrees/cm, and the equation assumes the temperature
at the extt, L, Is 2273 K.
As discussed In the first section of Part IV, the effect of a temperature
gradient In most situations Is merely to produce a different rate of vaporiza-
tion at the various parts of the tube. The calculations of such effects are
straightforward, and thus no further detatl should be required. However, when
the rate a vaporization ts dependent on P(Y), the applicable equations are
modified considerably, in the following sections, we illustrate the modifica-
tion of the klnetlc equations for the practical situation of a flowing matrix
gas.
Coupling Wlth a Flowing Gas
The first quantity that ts desired ts, of course, the partial pressure of
the vaporized gas as a function of Y because thls Is the quantity that ln-
hlbits the vaporization rate. This can be obtained by combining equations
(3), (16), (53), and (76). If P(Y) = 0 at Y = O, then,
p(y) exp(k3G'Y) - exp(-225 Z Y/sqr(R))
P(v,2773) _ exp(-k3G'L) (l + k3G' sqr(R)/225 Z) (77)
where 225 is R'sqr(2_/b)/F'. If P(Y) equals the vapor pressure of the
materta] at position Y = O, that ts
P(Y) = P(v,2773) exp(k3G'L ) (78)
then
p(y) exp(k3G'Y) + k3G'sqr(R) exp(-225 Z Y/sqr(R))/225 Z
P(v,2773) = exp(-k3G'L) (1 + k3G'sqr(R)/225 Z)
(79)
The Z In these equations ts the value for the rate-controlling step. For
normal vaporization, Z = 1; for a boundary layer controlled process In a re-
sistoJet with our parameters, Z = 0.028 for TaC. For both equations (77) and
(79), the relatlve rate Z(Y) Is given as follows:
Z(Y) = Z (P(v,Y) - P(Y))/P(v,2773) (80)
If equation (77) Is assumedto be valid, then
Z(Y) = z exp(-O.O]2 G'L) H exp(O.O]2 G'Y) . exp(-225 Z Y/sqr(R))(I + 0.012 G'sqr(M)/225Z) (81)
where H = 0.012 G'sqr(M)/225Z.
However, If equation (79) Is a betterapproximation,then
Z(Y) = Z exp(-O.Ol2G'L) exp(O.Ol2G'Y) - exp(-225Z Y/sqr(M))(l + 225 Z/O.Ol2G'sqr(M)) (82)
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The values of Z(Y) for Re and TaC from equation (82) are plotted as a func-
tion of Y tn ftgure 19 as dashed 1them. Normal vaporization ts assumedto
be the rate-controlling step, and the value of G' ts taken as lO°/cm. The
solld 11ne segments lndtcate how Z(Y) In equatlon (81) varles from Z(Y) In
equatton (82). The difference tn the two equations ts due to the postulate
concerning the pressure of the vaporizing species at Y = O. The curves for
equatton (81) show that the rate of vaporization ls greatest at Y = O; thls
_s a reflection of the postulate that the pressure of the volatile species at
Y = 0 ts zero. The value of Z(Y) at Y = 0 for equation (82) ts zero but
could not be deptcted on ftgure 20 because the absctssa Involves a logarithmic
scale; the zero value Is a reflection of the postulate that P(Y) at Y = 0
ts taken to be the vapor pressure at that position.
In a system like the reslstoJet, the tube leading Into the extt tube would
probably be made out of the samematerial as the extt tube Itself. At least
tt would be a desirable situation because tn such a situation the matrtx gas
could contain the vaporizing spectes near the saturation value for the entrance
temperature of the exit tube. Under thts condition, there would be very little
vaporization occurring at Y = O. But this ts difficult to express mathemati-
cally. Nevertheless, the solutlon for the desired assumption should be the
stratght dashed 11nes In ftgure 19 with values of Z(Y) at Y = 0 betng on
the respective 11nes. Note that In the nontsothermal model, the greatest
vaporization rate occurs at the exit, the posttlon of highest temperature,
rather than at the entrance as ts the case for the Isothermal model.
Froma practical viewpoint, ftgure 19 Is one of the most lnformatlve
graphs tn thls report. It tells us that the vaporization rate at any spot Is
not as severe as predicted dtrectly from an tsotherma] rate-controlling equa-
tlon. The fact that the gas space already contatns somevapor of the vapor-
tztng species _nhlbtts the rate. The vapor already present artses from the
vaporization of the matertal In cooler porttons of the system, that ls, It ts
due to the presence of a temperature gradient. For Re, the average rate ts
about 1/200 of that predicted by normal vaporization; for TaC, the rate ts
about 1/500 of that predicted by normal vaporization. Rememberthese va]ues
are for a gradient of lO°/cm.
The next step Is to show the effect of G' on the proftle. Ftgure 20 ts
based on equation (82) and normal vaporization of TaC. For a very small gra-
d_ent,_ G' = O.l°/cm, the average rate Is very low because the saturation value
at Y = O: _s close to the saturation at Y = L. Also, the curve ts almost
horizontal, that _s, the rate ts relatlvely uniform from entrance to exit.
For ]arge values of gradient, G' = ]O0°/cm, the profile ts not f]at; this
artses from the exponential dependence of Z(Y) on the temperature and there-
fore on Y. However even at Y = L, the value of Z(Y) does not approach
unity. Moreover, the existence of a large value for G' _s not expected In
the reslstoJet.
By uslng the proper values for the parameters In equation (82), the va]-
ues of Z(Y) for vartous rate-controlling steps can be ascertained. Figure
21 shows the effect of flow rate as well as the effect of boundary layer dlf-
fuslon being the rate-controlling step. From thts ftgure, one can Infer that
Z(Y) Is Inversely proportional to the flow rate of the gas tn the range under
consideration. A]so, one can tnfer that the value of Z(Y) for boundary lay-
er diffusion Is dtrectly proportional to tts value of Z; Z(bl) = 0.028 for
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TaC. Thus, the various kinetic steps which affect the vaporization rate for
an isothermal process can have the corresponding effect on vaporization when a
temperature gradient Is present.
From the boundary layer curve in figure 21, It Is not unreasonable to
expect that materials for the resistoJet could last more than 1000 times long-
er than that predicted by stmple isothermal vaporization. For TaC, the exis-
tence of a chemical reaction can negate muchof the effect caused by the
thermal gradient: Z(Y,cs) = Z(Y,nv) x Z(cs). Thus the Z(Y)'s In ftgures 21
and 22 should all be multiplied by 577 to obtain Z(Y,cs).
The effect of the temperature gradtent on Incongruent vaporization may
also be considered. Wewtll call tt Model X"l. One starts with Model 1 (see
eq. (33)) using equation (73) as the boundary condition. Equation (73) In-
cludes the contribution from chemical vaporization, The Z In equation (73)
would be the maximum Z(Y) value from equation (82), that ts the value at Y
= L. If the boundary layer ts considered to control the rate, then Z tn
equation (73) would be 8.05x10 -5, obtainable from the boundary layer curve
in figure 21. Via a modification of the computer program tn table I(b), the
values of F(r), Z, and C' were calculated as a function of time and plotted
as a function of time In figure 22. The value of T" is found to be 660 sec;
thts is not sufficiently long to expect TaC to be a good material for the re-
sistoJet exit tube. '
However, Re was found to be a good prospect for the reststo_et tube under
Isothermal conditions. It would have a lifetime of 665 hr. It ls now ex-
pected to last even longer under thermal gradient conditions, perhaps over
lO0 000 hr. Of course, this presumes that no unforseen process Is operative,
such as chemical vaporization.
Another Approach
If the value of 6' Is small, we may be satisfied wlth an average value
for Z. In Part I of this report, equation (181 (flowing gas equation) was
derived by using the assumption that the gas leaving the tube was saturated
with the vaporizing species, but that the gas entering contained no vaporlz_ng
species. To correct thts equation for the fact that the gas entering could be
saturated wlth the species at the temperature of the entrance, we sho_ mul-
tiply by the factor (P(v,2773) - P(v,2773-L G'))/P(v,2773). Thts fa_br Is
the ratio of the pickup In the tube divided by the total pickup In the system.
Through the use of equation (761, this factor can be shownto be equal to 1 -
exp(0.012 G'L). Thus, for our reststo3et parameters.
Z(av) = (1 - exp(0.012 G'L))(b F'sqr(M)/a A(s))
= 4.45x10 -5 (1 - exp(0.12 G')) (83)
For small values of G'
Z(av) = 5.34xi0-5 G'sqr(M) (84)
For Tac wlth a G' value of O.l°/cm,Z(av) = 3.2xi0-5;thls Is essentially
the value obtainedpreviouslyvla equation (82) by using the same G'. Refer
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to the lowest curve tn figure 20. To find Z(av) for a boundary layer dif-
fusion controlled process, it is logical to multiply this Z(av) by the value
of Z for the rate-controlling step (0.028 for the boundary layer with TaC).
Our first approach to the temperature gradient effect is more stringent
than thts latter one. However, thts latter approach ts simpler and ts more
easily applied than the former. Both methods point out that the existence of
a thermal gradient along a tube with a flowing gas can spread out the vapor-
tzatton effect over the entire area of the tube. Thereby, tt can prolong the
life of the tube as comparedwith the life predicted from simple isothermal
calculation. Thus, manymaterials will perform muchbetter (by perhaps a fac-
tor of 1000) than predicted by simple vaporization theory.
,_ SYNOPSIS
In Part I, we discussedthe individualeffectsof variouskinetic steps.
In some cases chemical reactioncan severelyenhancethe rate. The existence
of a gas in an enclosureslightlyinhibitsthe rate. In some cases, the use
of a diffusionbarriermay be advantageous.
In Part II, the couplingof kinetic steps Is considered. Parallelsteps
increasethe rate; series steps decreasethe rate. For some situations,coup-
ling steps also introducea dependenceon position. Dependenceon position
suggeststhe use of a sacrificialvaporizingmaterial.
In Part III, vaporizationis viewed In practicalisothermalsystems.
When a matrix gas is involved,the existenceof a boundarylayer is a very
importantfactor to consider. Other importantfactorsto consider(such as
chemical reaction)depend upon the materialsunder consideration. Rhenium
appearsto be a likely candidatefor use at 2500° C in the reslstoJetbut tan-
talum carbidedoes not.
In Part IV, the existenceof a temperaturegradient Is considered. Thls
is found to be a very importantfactor. The materialvaporizedin low temper-
ature locationscan inhibitvaporizationat highertemperaturelocations.
This distributesthe loss of material over a wider area. The lifetimeof a
system would thus be longer than that predictedfrom simple isothermalkinetic
equations,perhapsby a factor of lO00. Some materialsmight thus be consid-
ered for use in a system such as the reslstoJetthat might otherwisebe ex-
cluded from consideration.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Throughoutthis reportwe have calculatedrates In terms of g/cm2 sec
and cm/sec. We have also expressedrates in terms of lifetime. Anotheruse-
ful way was in terms of Z, a relativerate with respectto the normal rate of
vaporization. Actual vaporizationrates are highly dependenton the proper-
ties of the material. In contrast,Z values are not grosslydependenton the
propertiesof the vaporizingmaterial. Note that in general the Z values
for Re throughoutthis reportdo not differ significantlyfrom the respective
values of Z for TaC. See particularlyfigure 19. Thus Z values calcu-
lated for one material can serve as approximationsfor many materials. Once
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the normal vaporization of a perspective matertal (e.g., zirconium dioxide)
for an application ls calculated, tts approximate rate under other conditions
may be obtained by multiplying by the Z (for Re or TaC) under those condi-
tions. The laborious calculations of Z from the equations given In thls
report are not required; an approximate value Is generally sufficient.
APPENDIX
Glossary
a 1.O13xlO6/sqr (2_RT)
(av) average
b 1/RT
(bl) boundary layer
(cs) chemlcally formed species
(el) effective
(h) cross section of hole through tube
(1) phase
(J) component
(k) ktnetlc step
kl,k 2, kinetic constants
k3
(m) matrix gas
n running subscript tn tnflntte series
n(J) mole fraction of _th component
(nv) normal vaporization
(p) pressure
(pc) particular condition
(s) inside surface of tube
(ss) sloweststep
(v) vapor
(1) first kineticstep
(2) second kineticstep
A area, cm2
A' term giving persistenceof moleculardirectionafter collision
B(n) term requiredin infiniteseries;definedIn equation(65)
C carbonmonomer
C' activity of vaporizingcomponent
C"(s) concentratlqnof speciesdiffusingIn solld,g/cm3
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C"(v) concentration of species diffusing In gas, g/cm3
C2 carbon dlmer
C3 carbon trlmer
D density, g/cm 3
O(g) gaseousdiffusioncoefficient,cm2/sec
D(s) solid state diffusioncoefficient,cm2/sec
E see equation(66)
E' initialweight fractionof vaporizingspecies
F flux of gas, g/cm2 sec
F' gaseous flow rate, cm3/sec
F(r) fractionof vaporizingcomponentremainingIn solid
G vaporizationrate, cm/sec
G' temperaturegradient,deg/cm
K equilibriumconstant
L lengthof tube
M molecularweight of vapor species,g/mole
M' molecularweight of specieslost from solid,g/mole
Model see end of glossary
N Avogadronumber,molecules/mole
N' vaporizationrate, mol.es/cm2 sec
N" molecules/cm3
P gas pressure,arm
P' vapor pressureof pure component,arm
P(v) vapor pressure,atm
P(Y) pressureof gas as functionof Y, arm
Q' fractionof moleculesthat adhere to a surfaceupon collision
Q" moleculardiameter,cm
R gas constant
R' inside radiusof tube, cm
S initialthicknessof tube, cm
S' boundary layer thickness,cm
S" coatingthickness,cm
T absolutetemperature,K
T' time at temperature,sec
T" half-llfe,sec
V velocityof gas molecules
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W vaporization rate, g/cm2 sec
X distance out from the surface, cm
Y,(Y) distance from tube entrance, cm
Z relative vaporization rate, W(pc)/W(nv)
Z' relative vaporization rate based on lifetime, T(nv)/T
Model all numberedmodels are concerned with incongruent vaporization; the
rate of solid state diffusion (SSD) is always a rate-controlling
step. The letter and number following the word "Model" indicates
the other rate-controllingsteps involved;their meanings are
listed below.
0 only SSD
1 SSD plus normal vaporizationproportionalto cube of surface
concentration
2 SSD plus normal vaporizationproportionalto first power of surface
concentration
X1 SSD plus chemicalvaporizationproportionalto square of surface
concentration
X'l Model Xl plus boundarylayer diffusion
X"l Model X'l plus temperaturegradient
X2 SSD plus chemicalvaporizationproportionalto first power of
surfaceconcentration
Cl SSD plus surfacecoatingeffect;dependenceon cubes of surface
concentratlon
C2 SSD plus surfacecoatingeffect;dependenceon first power of
surfaceconcentration
El SSD plus evaluatedenclosureeffect;dependenceon cube of surface
concentration
E'l Model El includingdependenceon Y
E2 SSD plus evaluatedenclosureeffect;dependenceon first power of
surfaceconcentration
E'2 Model E2 includingdependenceon Y
Fl SSD plus flowinggas effect;dependenceon cube of surfaceconcern-
tratlon
F2 SSD plus flowinggas effect;dependenceon first power of surface
concentration
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! REM TGBLE l(b> MODEL I 35 TO=.5_:T6 @ REM lines 35 to #
2 YI=I @ REM value of Z._ .028 9 sele,-t the time increment
for- Model BI.; .0025 for El.; ('[0)
.00267 for" FI.: .00000143 .or 36 T4=.5:_SI!(CO(2):_CO(2)%GI+C0(
CI 2):_:G3+G2+G4)
3 REM change the value of YI i 37 IF T4>T3 THEN T4=T3
n llne 2 for the various mod 38 IF T4<TO THEN TO=T4
els 39 iF TS+TO>T6 THEN TO=T6-T5
4 NI=IO @ REM specifies 10 $Ii 42 REM line.44 sets the amount
ces of material lost at surface
5 DIM CO(II.'.,,AI(12) durin9 (_[0) time increment
_i REM C0 refers to content of 43 AI=(CO(2)_CO(2):_GI+C0(2)_G3+
slice.-'.F_I refers to amount t G2+G4)_'TO_CO,."2)XYI
ransfered 44 $2=SI @ REM lines 44 to 47 d
? RI=I.8 @ REM ratio of size o etermine the amount of trar,s
slice N1 to NI+i fer betueen slices in time (
'.BM2=192.96 @ MI=12.01 @ REM m TO.':,
oiecular uts. 45 FOR N2=2 TO N1
9 Di=13.9 @ REM density 46 Ri(N2)=2_:O2._TO_:KCO(N2+I)-CO(
10 N]=.OnE_.748 @ REM rateof _.-aP N2.'.,)/S2/(I+RI)
orizaton under r, ormai condit 47 $2=$2_:R1 @ NE;.:',TN2
ions Jr, 9.."cm2-=sec 52 REM lines 53 to 57 determine
II 02=.000000111 @ REM solid st the neu concentrations in e
ate diffusion coefficient cm a,:h slice after time increme
2.-."see r, t <Te)
!?-._ $0=:.01 @ REM thickness of ma .53 '.32=$1 @ 03=Ol._TO
t_riai 55 FOR N2=2 TO NI+I
13 T5=0 @ REM settin.._ ot time t 56 Ce(N2)=CO<N2)+(RI<N2,_-RI(N2-
o zero ] >).."$2
L4 £1(1>=0 @ £1(2>=0 e 91(N1+2) 57 $2=$2*R1 @ NEXT N2
=0 @ REM settin-._ ori_.Inal tr 60 REM line 61 corrects slice 1
ar,sfer values for .amount lost via vaeoriz
!5 T6=.000000001 @ REM initial ation in time increment <TO)
set t in9 of the time data sho 61 C0_.2.:,=C0(2)-RI/SI
uid be Printed 62 Z=YI%CO(2)_:(CO(2)_CO£2?_GI+G
1;L; C0(2)=I @ REM $ettin9 aconc 2+_]4+F;3_.C0(2))/(GI+62) @ REM
anT.ration calculates Z for each time
17 A2=0 @ REM sets. the initi.al (TS)
amour, t lost at zero 63 _2=._2.R1 8. REM calculate:; to
!9 REr'I line 20 sets the vaeortz tal a[r,ount lost in time <TS>
at io/',rate_ of 4 vapor sPeci _ TS=TS+TO @ REM calculates to
es tal time
20 GI=WI:;:M2,'D1.-t'll @ 62=G1_:.0279 156 REM line 1_.,7 selects _rintlr,
@ 63=GI:_.5F4 @ 64=2.8_GI "._ 0_" t_Ot Pt'il_tir19
2! 63=0 @ 64=0 @ REM delete fin 167 IF T5<T6 THEN 35
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184 PRINT
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